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Abstract

Distributed systems are often designed with untrusted clients in mind. In these sys-

tems, centrally managed infrastructure is used to perform computation on behalf of these

clients. The main reason for that approach is that system designers refrain from broadly

offloading computation to clients due to missing trust. Centrally management infrastruc-

ture is thereby inherently trusted, but comes at high asset and management costs.

Recently, trusted execution environments have become available in commodity proces-

sors. These environments can be used to perform computation on remote infrastructure

without fully trusting it. This enables a paradigm shift in the design of many distributed

systems: established system architectures can be redesigned by offloading computation

to clients that are traditionally untrusted. In this thesis, we propose to redesign certain

types of distributed systems by removing costly centrally managed infrastructure. This

thesis focuses on systems with centrally managed components such as middleboxes in

company networks and web applications. Leveraging trusted execution technology on

the client-side, the confidentiality and integrity of computation and associated data can

be protected. Depending on the use case scenario and the associated trust relationship,

consumed resources need to be accounted in a trusted fashion to reimburse and, thus,

incentivise clients.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Konzipierung verteilter Systeme geschieht meistens mit Blick auf nicht vertrauens-

würdige Clients. In solchen Systemen wird eine zentral verwaltete Infrastruktur verwen-

det, um Berechnungen im Namen dieser Clients durchzuführen. Der Hauptgrund für

diesen Ansatz ist, dass Systementwickler aufgrund von fehlendem Vertrauen von einer

weitgehenden Verlagerung von Berechnungen auf Clients absehen. Im Gegensatz dazu

ist eine zentral verwaltete Infrastruktur zwar inhärent vertrauenswürdig, aber mit hohen

Anschaffungs- und Verwaltungskosten verbunden.

Seit kurzem sind vertrauenswürdige Ausführungsumgebungen in Standardprozessoren

verfügbar. Diese Umgebungen können zur Ausführung von Berechnungen auf einer ent-

fernten Infrastruktur verwendet werden, ohne, dass dieser vollständig vertraut werden

muss. So ermöglichen sie einen einen Paradigmenwechsel bei der Konzipierung vieler

verteilter Systeme: Etablierte Systemarchitekturen können so umgestaltet werden, dass

Berechnungen auf Clients verlagert werden, welche im herkömmlichen Sinne nicht ver-

trauenswürdig sind. In dieser Dissertation werden bestimmte Arten von verteilten Sys-

temen neu konzipiert, indem kostspielige, zentral verwaltete Infrastruktur zurück gebaut

wird. Dabei konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf Systeme mit zentral verwalteten Kompo-

nenten wie Hardware für Netzwerkanalyse in Unternehmensnetzwerken und Webanwen-

dungen. Durch den Einsatz von Technologien zur vertrauenswürdigen Ausführung auf

der Seite von Clients können sowohl die Vertraulichkeit als auch Integrität von Berech-

nungen und dazugehöriger Daten geschützt werden. Abhängig vom Anwendungsszenario

und den damit einhergehenden Vertrauensbeziehungen müssen die dabei benötigten

Ressourcen auf vertrauenswürdige Weise abgerechnet werden, um so Clients zu entschädi-

gen und Anreize zur Ausführung zu schaffen.
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1 Introduction
Many modern distributed systems use the approach of offloading computation to remote

infrastructure. In this approach, computation which would traditionally be performed on

centrally managed computing nodes, is moved to remote locations. The types of locations

where computation is moved to are manifold but can be categorised into server-side or

client-side locations.

Offloading to server-side infrastructure is common practice and often includes rented

virtual servers in the context of cloud computing [120, 75]. Research has proposed sophisti-

cated systems and studies regarding different degrees of automatically offloading compu-

tation to the cloud depending on the client’s connectivity, available bandwidth and energy

costs [25, 10]. More recently, especially driven by the emergence of the Internet of Things

(IoT) [121, 116], edge computing [103] has become more popular. In this paradigm, com-

putation is offloaded to smaller data centres located at the network edge, i.e. closer to

customers, thus, improving bandwidth usage and response times.

Furthermore, offloading computation to clients participating in the distributed system

is common practice. This thesis focuses on this paradigm, which is applied most notably

in volunteer computing [61, 5, 77, 4, 12] and in various degrees in almost any web applica-

tion [108]. The reasons for offloading computation to clients are diverse but usually in-

clude (i) the use of remotely available (and potentially idle) resources; (ii) the relieve of cen-

trally managed infrastructure; and (iii) moving computation closer to customers. While

the first two reasons have the potential to lower costs for service providers, the last one

has a similar goal to edge computing: decreased response times and improved bandwidth

usage, improving the overall user experience of the (web) application.

Although often performed in practice, the general approach of offloading computation

to clients has a substantial limitation: The missing trust relationship between the entities

providing the workload and those owning the infrastructure. Without this trust, it cannot

be assumed that (i) the workload has been correctly executed; (ii) the potentially sensi-

tive code and data needed for the computation has been kept confidential. Consequently,

computation is either repeated at a trusted location (e.g. recomputation in web applica-

tions [117] that lead to vulnerabilities [16]) or refrained from completely. This limitation

has its root in clients often not being centrally owned or managed, which leads to the fun-

damental assumption of the clients being untrusted. The emergence of applicable trusted
execution – most prominently provided by Intel SGX – changes this fundamental assump-

tion and thus allows to rethink the design of many distributed systems with regard to the

design choice of offloading computation to usually untrusted clients. Using this technol-

ogy, computation can be performed in a so-called Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)

that protects workloads and can also attest its correct execution to remote parties. This
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Figure 1.1: Overview of different constellations of workload providers and infrastructure providers

for offloading computation to untrusted clients.

protection includes potentially sensitive code as well as input and output data associated

with the workload.

In this thesis, we distinguish two entities: the Infrastructure Provider (IFP) and the

Workload Provider (WLP). Their interactions are shown in Figure 1.1a. While the IFP con-

trols or even owns the infrastructure, the WLP has a workload available to execute on said

infrastructure. By executing workloads in a TEE, trust between the WLP and IFP can be

established. However, without any relation between the two entities, the IFP has no in-

centive to execute the WLP’s workload. The contributions of this thesis demonstrate how

different existing distributed systems can be redesigned with regard to offloading com-

putation to clients to benefit from the emergence of trusted execution. Thereby, distinct

constellations of trust relationships that entail different trust models depending on the re-

lationship between IFP and WLP are examined. These trust relationships define whether

isolating the workload execution from the IFP’s host is necessary. Isolation is achieved by

executing the workload in a sandbox, which prevents the workload from interfering with

the host’s environment. Additionally, they define if an incentive for the IFP executing the

workload is not necessary, inherently given or needs to be offered by the WLP.
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Offloading Constellation Trusted Execution Workload Isolation Incentive

Solely Owned Clients

Related Clients

Unrelated Clients

Table 1.1: Necessity of trusted workload execution, isolation of workload execution or offering in-

centives under different constellations and according trust relationships of infrastruc-

ture provider (IFP) and workload provider (WLP). Features are either necessary ( ), not

necessary ( ) or inherently given ( ).

Offloading to Solely Owned Clients (Figure 1.1b). Here, the IFP and WLP are the same en-
tity, therefore, they act as a single trusted party. Consequently, isolating the workload from

the IFPs’ host and an incentive for executing it are not necessary. However, although the

WLP owns the infrastructure, there is no complete trust in it, e.g. due to rogue employees.

Therefore, the application of trusted execution is needed.

Offloading to Related Clients (Figure 1.1c). In this case, the IFP and WLP are different

entities, but relate with each other. This relation is due to the workload being part of an

application the IFP uses. Despite the two entities having a specific relation, the workload

itself is untrusted. This means that its execution needs to be isolated from the WLP’s host

because it should not be able to interfere with the host’s environment. Nevertheless, an

additional incentive is not necessary since it is inherently given: For the IFP, the incentive

is to use the application.

Offloading to Unrelated Clients (Figure 1.1d). For this relation, the IFP and WLP are dif-

ferent entities and are unrelated to each other, i.e. they have no relation. Therefore, there is

no strong trust relationship between them: both isolation of the workload execution and

an incentive for the IFP to participate are essential for a system like this to work. To en-

able the implementation of incentivisation, a form of resource accounting accounting must

be performed. The workload is executed in a mutually trusted two-way sandbox, which is

trusted by both entities. It isolates execution from the host as well as code and data from

unauthorised access. After workload execution, this sandbox generates a mutually trusted
resource log which lists all resources consumed. Since both parties trust this log, the WLP

can reimburse IFPs after workload execution.

Table 1.1 summarises the aforementioned constellations and states where trusted work-

load execution, isolated workload execution, and offering incentives for it are necessary.

1.1 Contributions and Publications
A complete list of all publications with first or other authorship of David Goltzsche can be

found on page 105. The contributions presented in this thesis are based on the following

four publications.
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[42] David Goltzsche, Signe Rüsch, Manuel Nieke, Sébastien Vaucher, Nico Weichbrodt,

Valerio Schiavoni, Pierre-Louis Aublin, Paolo Cosa, Christof Fetzer, Pascal Felber,

Peter Pietzuch, and Rüdiger Kapitza. “EndBox: Scalable Middlebox Functions using

Client-side Trusted Execution”. In: 48th IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Depend-
able Systems and Networks (DSN). Rank A, 28% acceptance rate. IEEE. 2018, pp. 386–

397. doi: 10.1109/DSN.2018.00048

[43] David Goltzsche, Colin Wulf, Divya Muthukumaran, Konrad Rieck, Peter Pietzuch,

and Rüdiger Kapitza. “TrustJS: Trusted Client-side Execution of Javascript”. In: 10th
European Workshop on Systems Security (EuroSec). ACM. 2017, pp. 1–6. doi: 10.1145/3

065913.3065917

[41] David Goltzsche, Tim Siebels, Lennard Golsch, and Rüdiger Kapitza. Edgar: Offload-
ing Function Execution to The Ultimate Edge. Tech. rep. 2021. doi: 10.24355/dbbs

.084-202111031112-0

[40] David Goltzsche, Manuel Nieke, Thomas Knauth, and Rüdiger Kapitza. “AccTEE: A

WebAssembly-based Two-way Sandbox for Trusted Resource Accounting”. In: 20th
International Middleware Conference (Middleware). Rank A, 24% acceptance rate. IEEE.

2019, pp. 123–135. doi: 10.1145/3065913.3065917

For this thesis, the aforementioned publications received minor typographic changes or

rephrasings and have been updated in terms of newer references, meanwhile published

related work or changed circumstances. Also, all plots and figures have been revised to

match a common style. Background information shared by the publications has been

combined in Chapter 2; while information only relevant for one certain publication is

given within the corresponding chapter (sections 3.3 and 4.2). Furthermore, some chap-

ters contain additional paragraphs, plots or figures that were removed from the original

publications due to page limitations. The contributions of these publications match to the

aforementioned incentive models, are depicted in chapters 3, 4 and 5 and briefly described

in the following.

Offloading Computation to Solely Owned Clients (Chapter 3)

EndBox [42] explores solely owned clients; in this case network clients that are owned

by a single company. This way, the company can make the clients execute middlebox func-
tions as workload to relieve centrally managed network management infrastructure. These

functions process network packets and can implement diverse features related to network

security or performance. Although clients are centrally owned, they are not necessarily

centrally managed. They are more likely to be more vulnerable to malicious software (e.g.

due to careless users or rogue insiders) and are therefore considered untrusted. The publi-

cation contains an additional use case where middlebox functions are offloaded to clients

in home networks, which would fit in the constellation of related clients. However, since

https://doi.org/10.1109/DSN.2018.00048
https://doi.org/10.1145/3065913.3065917
https://doi.org/10.1145/3065913.3065917
https://doi.org/10.24355/dbbs.084-202111031112-0
https://doi.org/10.24355/dbbs.084-202111031112-0
https://doi.org/10.1145/3065913.3065917
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the middlebox functions only allow limited computation, their isolation was not the focus

of this work.

The main contribution of EndBox is the trusted execution of middlebox functions on

untrusted clients and enforcing this using encrypted network connections and a trusted

gateway. The trusted middlebox function execution is achieved by running a software

router in a TEE. Furthermore, EndBox supports the analysis of network traffic that has

been encrypted on the application level. The evaluation of EndBox deploys common

middlebox functions (e.g. load balancing, intrusion detection and more). It shows that

the system achieves an up to 3.8× higher throughput than traditional deployments while

scaling linearly with increasing client numbers.

Offloading Computation to Related Clients (Chapter 4)

TrustJS [43] and Edgar [41] cover clients that relate to the workload they execute. TrustJS

enables offloading of JavaScript-based computation to usually untrusted web browsers.

Edgar extends this approach by the execution WebAssembly-based computation as well

as peer-to-peer communication between browsers. In combination, both works allow of-

floading of arbitrary computation within web applications to a swarm of browsers where

nearby browsers are preferred. Thus, clients that use a web application automatically par-

ticipate in its provisioning.

TrustJS’s main contribution is to make trusted execution available to client-side web

applications. The system enables web developers to mark certain parts of their application

as trusted at function level to achieve this. These marked functions are then executed by a

JavaScript runtime protected by a client-side TEE. This runtime ensures the isolation of

the workload execution from the client. The evaluation of TrustJS shows that it improves

user experience by reduced response times while reducing the load on the server-side.

Edgar’s main contribution is the extension of TrustJS’s approach with peer-to-peer

connections between browsers. These connections can be used to offload computation to

other nearby browsers. Furthermore, Edgar supports offloading of workloads that where

written in many languages by relying on WebAssembly. The evaluation of Edgar shows

that it achieves lower response times for users while generating lower costs than tradi-

tional deployments of web applications. Furthermore, Edgar scales linearly with increas-

ing numbers of clients and manages unresponsive clients well.

Offloading Computation to Unrelated Clients (Chapter 5)

AccTEE [40] examines clients that are unrelated to the executed workload. Since a re-

imbursement as an incentive is necessary in this case, the publication focuses on mu-

tually trusted resource accounting for offloaded computation. While this thesis focuses

on offloading to clients, the contributions made in this paper have also been applied to

server-side offloading such as cloud computing.
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AccTEE’s main contribution is a mutually trusted resource accounting mechanism,

i.e. the accounting result is trusted by the entity providing the workload and the entity

executing it (WLP and IFP). This is achieved by deploying a two-way sandbox trusted by

both entities. This mutually trusted execution environment protects the executing host

from the untrusted workload while also protecting the code and data associated with the

workload from the host. Inside this sandbox, resource accounting is achieved by execut-

ing automatically instrumented WebAssembly code. The evaluation of AccTEE shows a

maximum accounting overhead of only 10%.

1.2 Outline
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces background infor-

mation about technologies that come to use, general terminology as well as the assumed

threat model. The three aforementioned constellations of IFP and WLP are depicted in

the following chapters: offloading to solely owned clients in Chapter 3, offloading to re-

lated clients in Chapter 4 and finally offloading to unrelated clients in Chapter 5. Related

work is discussed within their associated chapter in Sections 3.7, 4.6 and 5.6. Finally, this

thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.



2 Background
This chapter gives background information that is relevant for of the main chapters.

This includes details about trusted computing technologies (Section 2.1) and different

ways of performing computation in web browsers (Section 2.2). We conclude this chapter

by defining our terminology and assumptions (Section 2.3) as well as our threat model

(Section 2.4).

2.1 Trusted Execution
Generally, the idea of trusted execution is to establish an isolated, trusted environment

in which computation and/or data is protected from the host where it is executed. This

environment is usually referred to as Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). All hard- and

software on which this environment is based on is summarised as the Trusted Computing

Base (TCB), which is usually measured in Lines of Code (LoC) or also binary sizes. Systems

with a small TCB are expected to more secure, because (i) less LoC correlate with a lower

probability of vulnerabilities [106, 63], and (ii) is easier to verify by code audits or formal

verification [58]. The possibility for a party to verify code is especially relevant when of-

floading computation to a remote TEE. Most trusted execution technologies, therefore,

include a feature called remote attestation. This enables a remote challenger to crypto-

graphically verify the state of the TCB. Different approaches for achieving isolation for

trusted execution have become available in the past. We describe and discuss them in the

following.

Trusted Platform Modules

Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) allow remote parties to verify the software stack run-

ning on a machine and are for example used by Intel TXT [45]. TPMs create measurements
consisting of cryptographic hashes of the TCB. Following the boot process, these represent

a chain of trust that can be verified by a remote party. However, this approach only veri-

fies the TCB during the boot process; therefore, TPM-based solutions are susceptible for

attacks during runtime. Furthermore, TPMs are restricted to carrying out cryptographic

operations and can not be used for executing arbitrary code.

Co-Processors

Co-processors have been added to modern computer systems, e.g. with Intel’s Manage-

ment Engine. These subsystems include dedicated processor and memory to run a micro-

kernel independently from the host system. They are usually used for managing the IT
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infrastructure in larger companies. However, while these co-processors offer strong isola-

tion from the host system, they are largely undocumented, are not intended run unsigned

code for arbitrary computation and are known to introduce security vulnerabilities
1
.

Privileged Monitor Mode

Instead of using multiple Central Processing Units (CPUs), a privileged monitor mode can

be used to switch between execution environments that are running on the same proces-

sor. Such a world switch can be triggered by a special interrupt. This is used for example to

implement the System Management Mode (SMM) and ARM TrustZone
2
. While the SMM

is mainly used for hardware control, TrustZone allows resources of an ARM System-on-a-

Chip (SoC) to be assigned to either Secure World or Normal World. These execution modes

can be used to implement a TEE which can execute arbitrary computation. Compared to

other trusted execution technologies, TrustZone supports trusted I/O because peripheral

devices can also be assigned to one of the execution modes. However, one drawback is that

TrustZone lacks memory encryption and therefore cannot prevent physical attacks that try

to read memory contents. While TrustZone by itself only offers one single TEE, research

has proposed solutions to isolate applications in the secure world from each other [96, 53,

18, 38].

Transparent Memory Encryption

By transparently encrypting the complete memory region of an operating system (OS),

this can represent a TEE as well. Memory encryption is for example implemented by

AMD Secure Memory Encryption (SME) [56] or Intel Multi-Key Total Memory Encryp-

tion (MKTME)
3
. This approach is especially relevant in the context of cloud computing,

where the memory region Virtual Machines (VMs) can be protected from a malicious cloud

provider, who also has the ability to execute physical attacks. Encrypted VMs are supported

by AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV)
4
, or Intel’s upcoming Trust Domain Ex-

tensions (TDX) [51]. However, depending on the OS used in the trusted VM, this approach

leads to a relatively large TCB.

User Mode Enclaves

Finally, there is the approach of so-called enclaves in user mode. Enclaves comprise a spe-

cific memory range of a process’ address space, that is integrity-protected and encrypted

by hardware mechanisms, i.e. also withstanding physical attacks. An enclave is always

1https://papers.put.as/papers/firmware/2017/eu-17-Goryachy-How-To-Hack-A-Tu
rned-Off-Computer-Or-Running-Unsigned-Code-In-Intel-Management-Engine.pd
f last accessed: 2021-10-28

2https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/security-ip/trustzone last accessed: 2021-10-28

3https://software.intel.com/content/dam/develop/external/us/en/documents-tp
s/multi-key-total-memory-encryption-spec.pdf last accessed: 2021-10-28

4https://developer.amd.com/sev last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://papers.put.as/papers/firmware/2017/eu-17-Goryachy-How-To-Hack-A-Turned-Off-Computer-Or-Running-Unsigned-Code-In-Intel-Management-Engine.pdf
https://papers.put.as/papers/firmware/2017/eu-17-Goryachy-How-To-Hack-A-Turned-Off-Computer-Or-Running-Unsigned-Code-In-Intel-Management-Engine.pdf
https://papers.put.as/papers/firmware/2017/eu-17-Goryachy-How-To-Hack-A-Turned-Off-Computer-Or-Running-Unsigned-Code-In-Intel-Management-Engine.pdf
https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/security-ip/trustzone
https://software.intel.com/content/dam/develop/external/us/en/documents-tps/multi-key-total-memory-encryption-spec.pdf
https://software.intel.com/content/dam/develop/external/us/en/documents-tps/multi-key-total-memory-encryption-spec.pdf
https://developer.amd.com/sev
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Protection During Runtime

Arbitrary Computation Possible

Memory Protection from Physical Attacks

Small TCB Size

Table 2.1: Overview of trusted execution approaches and selected desired properties relevant for

our work. Properties are either given ( ) or not given ( ).

associated with a process that is managed by the untrusted host OS. While this enables

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks by the untrusted OS and requires the enclave code to be

public for loading, the approach significantly reduces the overall TCB. With the Software

Guard Extensions (SGX) (see Section 2.1.1), a commercial product is widely available for

most Intel-based CPUs. Research proposed solutions for other architecture such as RISC-

V and MSP430 (see Section 2.1.2).

Summary

Table 2.1 summarises the aforementioned approaches for trusted execution and states

if they fulfil properties desired for our work. For offloading computation to untrusted

clients, our requirements include that execution of arbitrary computation needs to be

protected during runtime. Furthermore, we require the approach to withstand physical

attacks (e.g. cold boot attacks) and require only a relatively small TCB. From our obser-

vations, we can draw the conclusion that the approach of User Mode Enclaves fulfils the

properties required for offloading computation to untrusted clients. In the following, we

therefore depict solutions that follow this approach. The technology used for the contri-

butions presented in this thesis, namely Intel SGX in Section 2.1.1 and alternative imple-

mentations in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 User Mode Enclaves with Intel Software Guard Extensions

The Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) are a relatively recent trusted execution tech-

nology. They comprise a set of instructions that have been added to the x86 instruction

set in 2015 with the introduction of the Skylake architecture. These instructions and al-
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low the creation and management of so-called enclaves. Inside these enclaves, integrity

and confidentiality of code and data pages are ensured, preventing potentially malicious

software running on the same machine from interfering with or extracting secrets from

execution within enclaves. This also includes privileged software such as the operating

system, a hypervisor, or system management code. This protection is backed by hardware

mechanisms so that the CPU package remains the only trusted part of a system, as shown

in Figure 2.1. The figure also shows that an enclave is always associated with a single

process. This process manages the enclave’s life cycle and can switch from untrusted to

trusted execution by letting a thread enter the enclave via well-defined entry points. After

the trusted execution is finished, untrusted execution can continue for that thread. Note

that a process can manage many enclaves in the same way, which is omitted in the figure

for the sake of simplicity.

SGX Application

Privileged System Code
(Operating System, Hypervisor)

Enclave

Hardware CPU

trusted
execution

untrusted
execution

Figure 2.1: Architecture of a typical SGX system with trusted components denoted in green and

untrusted ones in red.

An enclave’s code and data pages live in a logical memory range within the process’s

address space. Physically, enclave pages are stored in a system-reserved memory range

called the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). When residing in CPU caches, enclave pages are not

encrypted. However, when pages are moved to/from the EPC, their freshness, integrity

and confidentiality are protected with negligible performance overhead using transparent

memory encryption, checksums, and versioning.
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Attestation and Sealing

The SGX ecosystem includes the ability to attest the authenticity of enclaves and the gen-

uineness of the SGX platform to challenging entities. This attestation [3] is based on keys

that are fused into the CPU during manufacturing and are only known to the manufac-

turer. The attestation is based on the enclave measurement which includes a hash over the

enclave’s initial code and data pages, the enclave creator (i.e. the entity which signed the

enclave binary).

Untrusted Platform

Application
Enclave

Attestation
Quote

Quoting
Enclave

Quote
Verification Challenger

Local
Attestation

Report

Attestation
Service

Figure 2.2: Conceptual workflow of remote attestation of an SGX enclave with trusted components

denoted in green and untrusted ones in red.

In local attestation, the authenticity of an enclave can be attested to another enclave run-

ning on the same machine by submitting a so-called attestation report. This process can be

extended to remote attestation, which is shown in Figure 2.2. A special Quoting Enclave (QE)

first performs local attestation and then sends a signed copy of the local attestation report

called a quote to the challenging party. The signature is based on the aforementioned fused

keys. In turn, the challenging party forwards the received quote to a trusted third-party

service that has knowledge about the aforementioned fused keys and can therefore verify

the correctness of the quote. For the challenger, a correct quote certifies two facts (i) the

attestation originated from a genuine SGX-capable platform; (ii) the attested enclave has

an expected measurement; and (iii) the platform itself has not been revoked, e.g. due to

unfixable vulnerabilities in hard- or firmware.

Intel provides such a web-based service, the Intel Attestation Service (IAS). Challengers

can register for this service and will receive a Service Provider ID (SPID) for future attes-
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tation requests. Since the introduction of the Datacenter Attestation Primitives (DCAP)
5
,

independent attestation services can be deployed by the hardware owners, e.g. the opera-

tor of a data centre. In this approach, hardware owners can use a the flexible launch control
feature to deploy their own QEs on the platform. However, DCAP still relies on Intel-

provided revocation lists which are locally cached in data centres to minimise response

times.

The attestation report obtained via traditional attestation or DCAP can optionally con-

tain arbitrary user data. With this, a public key can be cryptographically linked to an

enclave instance. Thus, a trusted channel can be established between the enclave and the

challenging entity, e.g. by performing a Diffie-Hellman key exchange [30]. Additionally,

SGX enclaves can use the sealing feature, which means storing encrypted data persistently

on the host. The encryption key used for this is unique to the combination of platform and

enclave, i.e. only the enclave with the same measurement on the same host can decrypt

sealed data.

Developing SGX Applications

Applications that should run inside an SGX enclave can be developed using different Soft-

ware Development Kits (SDKs) that are available for different programming languages:

Intel provides SDKs for developing C/C++ applications
6
, Rust SDKs are maintained by the

Apache foundation
7

and Fortanix
8
. Other projects, such as Asylo

9
and Open Enclave

10
fo-

cus on frameworks supporting multiple TEE implementations. With these frameworks,

SGX applications can either be written from scratch or being partitioned manually into

trusted and untrusted parts, for example [19]. There are limited approaches that automat-

ically partition applications for SGX [70, 114]. However, both approaches impose extensive

efforts depending on the complexity of the software.

Due to the underlying trust model, SGX is designed to isolate enclave code from the

untrusted environment it is running in. Therefore, SGX disallows direct system calls from

enclave code to the host OS. While system calls can still be executed by exiting the enclave

and returning the system call results into the enclave, all data associated with the call is

exposed. Several research projects addressed this by shielding system calls [6] or POSIX

calls[105] or embedding a library operating system into enclaves, such as Graphene [113]

and SGX-LKL [92]. In this thesis, SGX-LKL is used by AccTEE and Edgar for running a

JavaScript and WebAssembly runtime in an enclave.

5https://github.com/intel/SGXDataCenterAttestationPrimitives last accessed: 2021-10-28

6https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx last accessed: 2021-10-28

7https://github.com/apache/incubator-teaclave-sgx-sdk last accessed: 2021-10-28

8https://github.com/fortanix/rust-sgx last accessed: 2021-10-28

9https://github.com/google/asylo last accessed: 2021-10-28

10https://github.com/openenclave/openenclave last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/intel/SGXDataCenterAttestationPrimitives
https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx
https://github.com/apache/incubator-teaclave-sgx-sdk
https://github.com/fortanix/rust-sgx
https://github.com/google/asylo
https://github.com/openenclave/openenclave
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Limitations of SGX

During the work on this thesis’ contributions, a pervasive limitation of SGX was the size

of the aforementioned Enclave Page Cache (EPC), which was initially limited to 128 MiB.

When enclave memory exceeds this size, a kernel-based paging mechanism to regular

memory induces performance overheads of several orders of magnitude, while the in-

tensity of the overhead depends on the memory access pattern [6, 19]. With the Ice Lake

microarchitecture release in mid 2021, this limitation has been lifted by allowing an EPC

size of up to 1 TiB. The contributions presented in this thesis have not been evaluated on

these new platforms. However, we expect the speed-up due to larger EPC to be marginal,

because we aimed to keep the memory footprint of the workloads below 128 MiB.

Additionally, Intel’s SGX SDK offers a source of trusted time which is also limited. An

attacker can withhold these calls since they cross untrusted code. Therefore, the source

of trusted time can only be used as a lower bound. While multiple related works use a

busy loop to get an approximate trusted time [88, 104, 2], this approach wastes computing

resources and requires fine-tuning for different hardware platforms.

Side-Channel Attacks on SGX and their Mitigation

Many research works have shown an impactful vulnerability of SGX to a variety of different

side-channel attacks, e.g. [123, 69, 115, 23, 100, 80, 20, 72, 98]. These attacks have either been

fixed at the cost of performance penalties or assume vulnerable code running inside the

enclave. Fixes include updates of microcode or the SGX SDK
11

. Furthermore, research on

side-channel mitigation has been conducted [104, 88, 17].

Intel SGX in this Thesis

The research contributions presented in this thesis use Intel SGX as TEE implementa-

tion. The use of SGX is favoured against its alternatives (see Section 2.1.2) because of its

high availability. Both features enable the protection of the workload’s code and data that

is executed in SGX enclaves. However, the presented concepts are independent of the

underlying TEE and could be ported to different TEE implementations.

2.1.2 User Mode Enclaves: Alternative Implementations
Several other implementations of TEEs with different properties exist. They are only de-

scribed here briefly because they do not come to use in this thesis. Several systems propose

to modify hardware to allow the creation of user mode enclaves. While these offer strong

security guarantees, they are evaluated on Field-programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) since

they are otherwise not available. Examples include SecureME [24], Iso-X [37], Sancus [84,

83] and Sanctum [26].

11https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/security-center/default.html last accessed:

2021-10-28

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/security-center/default.html
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Figure 2.3: History of the WWW with a focus on client-side computation in web browsers.

Keystone [68] is a recent contribution that achieves similar security guarantees to SGX

using already available hardware extensions. Is is a fully open-source framework for TEEs

targeting the RISC-V architecture and uses RISC-V’s Physical Memory Protection (PMP)

instructions to allow enclave creation and management similarly to SGX. Keystone en-

claves even offer stronger security guarantees than SGX because enclaves cannot access

host memory. Note, that Keystone was not available when this thesis’ contributions were

initially implemented.

2.2 Computation in Web Browsers
As Figure 2.3 shows, the World Wide Web (WWW) has a long history, originating in 1989

when Tim Berners Lee proposed the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). This lan-

guage, together with the later standardised transport protocol Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) still forms the basis of web applications today. However, early web technology did

not include the possibility to perform computation on client-side, i.e. in web browsers.

This became possible with the invention of JavaScript in 1995 by Netscape
12

. JavaScript is

a scripting language that can be embedded into HTML documents and, thus, be delivered

to web browsers for execution. With its standardisation in 1997 as ECMAScript
13

, offload-

ing has become very flexible, allowing arbitrary computation on any web client. With

ActionScript (which is also based on ECMAScript), Flash represented a proprietary com-

petitor, but never reached JavaScript’s market share [108]. It was eventually discontinued

in 2020 because of security vulnerabilities
14

.

From 2003, the use of JavaScript prevails: 80% of popular client-side web applications

use JavaScript while their complexity is growing [108]. With growing application com-

plexity, execution performance of JavaScript became more of a concern. In 2008, Fire-

fox was the first browser to include a Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler for JavaScript, which

12https://brendaneich.com/2008/04/popularity/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

13https://www.ecma-international.org/publications-and-standards/standards/ec
ma-262/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

14https://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer/end-of-life.html last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://brendaneich.com/2008/04/popularity/
https://www.ecma-international.org/publications-and-standards/standards/ecma-262/
https://www.ecma-international.org/publications-and-standards/standards/ecma-262/
https://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer/end-of-life.html
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improved execution performance by 20 − 40×15
. Other browsers followed suit, enabling

widespread usage of performance-oriented JavaScript applications. In 2009, this trend

was continued when the first browsers implemented the WebWorker Application Pro-

gramming Interface (API)
16

. This browser API enables the execution of JavaScript back-

ground tasks without blocking the main thread. This way, web applications can execute

computation-intensive workloads while the user interface remains usable. Despite many

advancements, JavaScript itself has many shortcomings that mainly result from its weak

type system. Therefore, it is nowadays increasingly used as a compilation target for stricter

programming languages such as TypeScript [14], which was first released in 2014.
17

2.2.1 Discontinued Approaches for Native Code Execution
Since JavaScript never reached the performance of native applications, browser vendors

were motivated to enable secure execution of native code in web browsers. In the follow-

ing, the approaches of Google and Firefox are described. Both approaches (Native Client

(NaCl) and asm.js) never reached consensus and were eventually discontinued in favour

of a standard supported by all browser vendors: WebAssembly. However, they heavily

influenced its design and can therefore be described as conceptual and technological pre-

decessors. WebAssembly is described in detail in the Section 2.2.2.

Google: Native Client

In 2009, Google first presented NaCl [125]. It is a sandbox for running untrusted x86 code

and implements Software Fault Isolation (SFI) by running static analysis before execu-

tion to disallow unsafe instructions. Furthermore, it leverages x86 memory segmentation

instructions for implementing memory bounds checks during runtime with relatively

low overhead. Later, with Portable Native Client (PNaCl) [33], platform-independence was

added. This was achieved by using LLVM’s intermediate representation [66] as a portable

executable format which was translated to the targets instruction set locally. Both solu-

tions were integrated into Google Chrome in 2011
18

.

Mozilla: asm.js

Mozilla followed a different approach, which is asm.js
19

. Its first proposal surfaced in

2013. asm.js is a strict subset of the JavaScript language, optimised for Ahead-of-Time

(AoT) compilation from native languages with static typing and no garbage collection

such as C/C++. The source-to-source translation is done by the LLVM-based compiler

15https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2008/08/firefox-to-get-mass
ive-javascript-performance-boost last accessed: 2021-10-28

16https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/API/Web_Workers_API last accessed: 2021-10-28

17https://devblogs.microsoft.com/typescript/announcing-typescript-1-0 last accessed:

2021-10-28

18https://www.theregister.com/2011/09/16/native_client_debuts_in_chrome/ last

accessed: 2021-10-28

19http://asmjs.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2008/08/firefox-to-get-massive-javascript-performance-boost
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2008/08/firefox-to-get-massive-javascript-performance-boost
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/API/Web_Workers_API
https://devblogs.microsoft.com/typescript/announcing-typescript-1-0
https://www.theregister.com/2011/09/16/native_client_debuts_in_chrome/
http://asmjs.org/
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Emscripten
20

. To improve performance, Firefox’s JavaScript engine was optimised with

respect to floating-point operations. With these, asm.js achieved a close to near-native

performance
21

.

2.2.2 Standard for Native Code Execution: WebAssembly

Although the aforementioned approaches by Google and Mozilla successfully enabled ex-

ecution of native code in browsers, they were remained never standardised and remained

vendor-specific. To overcome this, WebAssembly (abbreviated WASM) has been proposed

as binary instruction format for the web [46]. Its main goal is a platform-independent and

portable code format for client-side execution inside web browsers at near-native speed.

Most importantly for the work presented in this thesis, WebAssembly acts as an execu-

tion sandbox with strong isolation properties while inducing low-performance overheads.

In 2017, different browser vendors agreed on the design for a Minimum Viable Product

(MVP). Subsequently, WebAssembly was standardised WebAssembly by the World Wide

Web Consortium (W3C) in 2019
22

. As a consequence, WebAssembly is supported on many

platforms by all major browsers.

While WebAssembly has been initially designed to be executed in web browsers, ex-

ecution with the standalone runtime Node.js
23

which supports JavaScript and WebAs-

sembly, is already possible. Furthermore, more lightweight runtimes such as WAVM
24

,

wasmtime
25

, and wasmer
26

exist. These runtimes enable the execution of WebAssembly

outside of web browsers and independent of JavaScript. Instead, they support the Web-

Assembly System Interface (WASI)
27

, an API for system-level functions such as file system

and network resources that is currently being standardised. There are also WebAssembly

runtimes that already support trusted execution, such as WAMR
28

or Twine [76].

WebAssembly is not intended to be written directly; instead, it is designed to serve as

a compilation target for other high-level languages. The general workflow is depicted in

Figure 2.4: developers use a WebAssembly-specific toolchain. The toolchains front-end

(e.g. clang for C++ applications) compiles the code to an intermediate representation, which

is optimised and compiled to WebAssembly by the back-end (e.g. LLVM). For this, mature

toolchains exist e.g. for C/C++
29

, Rust
30

, TypeScript
31

or Go
32

. Subsequently, the resulting

20https://emscripten.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

21https://hacks.mozilla.org/2013/12/gap-between-asm-js-and-native-performanc
e-gets-even-narrower-with-float32-optimizations/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

22https://www.w3.org/TR/wasm-core-1 last accessed: 2021-10-28

23https://nodejs.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

24https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM last accessed: 2021-10-28

25https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasmtime last accessed: 2021-10-28

26https://github.com/wasmerio/wasmer last accessed: 2021-10-28

27https://github.com/WebAssembly/WASI last accessed: 2021-10-28

28https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasm-micro-runtime last accessed: 2021-10-28

29https://emscripten.org last accessed: 2021-10-28

30https://rustwasm.github.io last accessed: 2021-10-28

31https://github.com/AssemblyScript/assemblyscript last accessed: 2021-10-28

32https://github.com/golang/go/wiki/WebAssembly last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://emscripten.org/
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2013/12/gap-between-asm-js-and-native-performance-gets-even-narrower-with-float32-optimizations/
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2013/12/gap-between-asm-js-and-native-performance-gets-even-narrower-with-float32-optimizations/
https://www.w3.org/TR/wasm-core-1
https://nodejs.org/
https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM
https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasmtime
https://github.com/wasmerio/wasmer
https://github.com/WebAssembly/WASI
https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasm-micro-runtime
https://emscripten.org
https://rustwasm.github.io
https://github.com/AssemblyScript/assemblyscript
https://github.com/golang/go/wiki/WebAssembly
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Figure 2.4: Workflow for compiling application code to WebAssembly.

WebAssembly binary, called a module, is shipped to browsers where the runtime either

interprets it or compiles it to the local instruction set using AoT or JIT.

WebAssembly modules contain functions that, in turn, contain WebAssembly instruc-

tions that process input parameters and return results. Functions can be imported (i.e.

made accessible by the runtime) or exported (i.e. made accessible to the runtime). Usually,

modules are shipped to clients as binaries, but WebAssembly also includes an equiva-

lent human-readable format; the WebAssembly text format (WAT). Currently, WebAssembly

only supports four data types: integer numbers and floating point numbers in 32 and 64

bit. Consequently, all 152 WebAssembly instructions33
can only receive these data types as

operands.

WebAssembly as an Execution Sandbox

Primarily when used in web browsers and therefore received code being untrusted, isola-

tion of code execution is essential in WebAssembly. WebAssembly’s isolation capabilities

are based on software fault isolation: Modules are assigned disjunct memory spaces for

code, execution stack, and heap, preventing data corruption and arbitrary code execution.

WebAssembly runtimes perform bounds check to ensure memory accesses stay within the

continuous linear memory. To achieve the proclaimed near-native execution, these checks

can be implemented using hardware support for virtual memory [46]. Additionally, pos-

sible buffer overflow exploits are eliminated by WebAssembly using a protected call stack

that only allows variables of fixed sizes.

33https://www.w3.org/TR/wasm-core-1/#instructions last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.w3.org/TR/wasm-core-1/#instructions
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WebAssembly in This Thesis

This thesis’s contributions Edgar and AccTEEmake use of WebAssembly: While the first

relies on its execution at near-native speed for workload isolation, the latter addition-

ally performs resource accounting by instrumenting WebAssembly code with instruction

counters to count the numbers of executed instructions.

2.3 Terminology and Assumptions
Many of the terms have already been introduced in Chapter 1. In this section, we sum-

marise the most important terms and our assumptions; a list of all abbreviations can be

found on page 107.

In the settings presented in this thesis, two entities interact with each other. The Work-
load Provider (WLP) offers workloads (denoted with in figures throughout this thesis)

to be offloaded to the infrastructure controlled or owned by and the Infrastructure Provider
(IFP). Workloads are self-contained, potentially sensitive execution units consisting of code

and associated data as in- and output. In many cases, this data is also sensitive, i.e. its con-

fidentiality and/or integrity needs protection. Offloading means workloads are executed at

a remote location instead of locally. When WLP and IFP mutually distrust each other, the

workloads are executed in a two-sided sandbox. Two-sided means that the sandbox isolates

execution in two directions: It protects the workload from interference by the IFP as well

as the executing environment from interference by the workload execution. Examples

include offloading to the server-side, e.g. with cloud providers acting as IFPs and their

customers as WLPs. However, this thesis focuses on offloading to the client-side, e.g. with

web clients as IFPs and web service providers as WLPs.

2.4 Threat Model
In the following, we detail the threat model, which forms the basis for this thesis. We as-

sume that machines of IFPs are usually not centrally managed, especially when the WLP

does not own them. However, this can also be true for companies where for example de-

velopers can possess administrative rights for their own machines. Additionally, even if

centrally managed, the machines may lack essential security patches or be misconfigured

and, thus, might be vulnerable to attacks against the workload or its execution. We, there-

fore, assume the resources provided by IFPs as not trustworthy; adversarial IFPs have full

control over their machines, including the operating system, hypervisor, and hardware.

In contrast, from the IFP’s point of view, all code provided by the WLP is untrusted, as

it might be malicious. For offloading workload to solely owned clients (see Chapter 3), we

assume IFPs to trust the WLP to provide a benign workload. Offloading to related (Chap-

ter 4) or unrelated clients (Chapter 5) removes this assumption by implementing sand-

boxing mechanisms. However, in all three constellations, we assume the WLP to perform
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a proper remote attestation (see Section 2.1.1) with all involved IFPs. This assumption is

reasonable, as a proper attestation is in the interest of the WLP.

We expect IFPs to accept the usage of their resources for different reasons, depending on

the actual constellation and application: For solely owned clients, acceptance is imminent.

For related clients, there are three possibilities: In the simplest case, the IFPs will regard

the application itself as an incentive and use it as is, e.g. a web application they visit. For

scientific or non-profit organisations, altruistic users will support applications that would

otherwise not be possible, such as in volunteer computing systems [61, 5, 4] For other

applications, IFPs can indirectly pay for services by contributing to their provisioning.

This keeps providers from displaying ads, charging fees or selling their users data to cover

their expenses. Finally, for unrelated clients, we expect IFPs to only provide resources if

they are reimbursed for it.

Contrary to most threat models in TEE-related research, we explicitly consider DoS at-

tacks, e.g. every IFP can deny local execution without affecting the overall system state.

However, we consider Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks on the WLPs infras-

tructure as out of scope of this work. We assume a correct implementation of the TEEs

in hard- and software as well as properly working attestation services. Furthermore, we

trust the software we deploy in TEEs, such as software routers and runtimes. This thesis

uses SGX as TEE implementation. We are aware of side-channel attacks against SGX but

consider them out of scope for this thesis since there is work on numerous mitigations

(see Section 2.1.1).





3 Offloading Computation
to Solely Owned Clients

Preamble
The contributions presented in this chapter were previously published as:

David Goltzsche et al. “EndBox: Scalable Middlebox Functions using Client-

side Trusted Execution”. In: 48th IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Depend-
able Systems and Networks (DSN). 2018

This chapter focuses on securely offloading computation to clients that are solely owned,

but not fully managed by a single company. Therefore, the application of trusted execution

technology is necessary. However, because of the ownership of the clients, no additional

workload isolation or resource accounting is required. As computational workload to be

offloaded, we examine so called middlebox functions that process network packets. Instead

of running these on traditional, centralised infrastructure, they are to run on the edge of

the network directly on client-side.

3.1 Introduction
Middleboxes are essential part of backbones of large networks that are managed by or-

ganisations (so-called managed networks). These middleboxes implement diverse sets of

functions related to security (e.g. firewalls and intrusion detection), and performance (e.g.

caching and load balancing). At the same time, they must handle ever-growing network

traffic
1

and increasing network-based attacks
2
, all while remaining efficiently manageable

and cost-effective.

The current best practice is to deploy middleboxes centrally as part of a network, despite

high infrastructure and management costs [102]. Recent research proposals, instead, in-

vestigate the benefits of outsourcing middleboxes to cloud infrastructures [102, 65]. While

this reduces maintenance effort and, in turn, cost, deploying critical network functions

externally and redirecting sensitive network traffic off-site introduces potential security

risks and may be illegal due to governmental regulations protecting user privacy.

1https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/
annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html last accessed: 2021-10-28

2https://securelist.com/ddos-attacks-in-q2-2021/103424/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html
https://securelist.com/ddos-attacks-in-q2-2021/103424/
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To address these limitations, we propose a new decentralised deployment approach in

which middlebox functions are placed at the network edge. Thus, middlebox functions

can exploit the potentially idle resources of client machines for processing client traffic,

which is both in favour of the company. This approach is especially efficient as client

traffic constitutes a large fraction of traffic in managed networks [9, 131].

However, deploying middleboxes at clients raises two new challenges: (i) it requires

clients to be trusted to execute middlebox functions faithfully, and (ii) network admin-

istrators must retain control over essential middlebox functions [9], which more chal-

lenging with distributed middleboxes. While this is achievable for tightly administered

machines such as servers, it is in contrast with today’s IT management practices in which

employees working as developers retain administrative privileges on their machines. Due

to missing patches, improper configuration, careless users, or even rogue insiders, client

machines are more vulnerable to malicious software which may circumvent client-side

middlebox functions.

Many organisations would therefore consider essential middlebox functions such as

firewalls or intrusion detection systems as too critical to be entrusted to client machines

not under their control. For example, internet service providers would typically be reluc-

tant to deploy Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPSs) at customers’ client

machines to prevent malware from spreading; companies would refrain from performing

Data Leak Prevention (DLP) on employee machines but rather install it at a centralised

gateway. Thus far, research proposals have mostly considered host-based deployments of

network functions for trusted server machines [102, 9, 65].

In this chapter, we describe EndBox, a new system for the trusted execution of mid-

dlebox functions on client machines. In the broader view of this thesis, the functions

represent the workload which is executed on client machines owned by one single organ-

isation. In this case, such an organisation, (for example a company) represents both the

Infrastructure Provider (IFP) and Workload Provider (WLP) within one entity. Therefore,

there is no incentive necessary, since workload/function execution is in the interest of

the company. The fundamental design of EndBox is based on a Virtual Private Network

(VPN), which is used to access a managed network from an untrusted one. We enhance

the VPN client with support for the execution of trusted middlebox functions through

the Click software router [78]. EndBox intercepts all traffic between the client and the

network and ensures that it is processed by middlebox functions executing on the client

machine. The functions are guarded by trusted hardware features available in modern

CPUs—EndBox uses SGX (see Section 2.1.1) to enforce their use when clients communi-

cate with a managed network and to protect their integrity.

Encrypted network traffic is widely prevalent, especially on the web with over 80%
3
. To

facilitate this trend, EndBox leverages its trusted execution model for encrypted traffic

analysis. In contrast to existing Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) proxies, which may compro-

mise encrypted sessions, EndBox shields encryption keys locally on the clients, thereby

3https://letsencrypt.org/stats last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://letsencrypt.org/stats
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enabling decryption without weakening overall security.

Despite its decentralised deployment model, middlebox functions executed by EndBox

can be reconfigured securely, rapidly, and seamlessly. For that, EndBox uses custom in-

band VPN control messages that are periodically exchanged between a control server in

the managed network and all EndBox clients. These control messages announce config-

uration updates to middlebox functions. The application of the updates is centrally en-

forced by a trusted gateway. The overhead of exchanging control messages and applying

new middlebox configurations is low because EndBox clients retrieve new configurations

asynchronously.

3.2 Use Case Scenarios
For further motivating EndBox, we describe two representative scenarios that benefit

from secure client-side middleboxes as provided by EndBox.

Scenario 1: Enterprise Network

A large company seeks to protect their network using middleboxes. Due to the increas-

ing cost of centralised hardware middleboxes, the company decides to offload middlebox

functions. It is decided to let client machines execute middlebox functions using EndBox.

In line with employees working from remote locations (e.g. home office), clients can be

connected either to the internal network or join the network remotely using a VPN client.

In this scenario, the company represents both the IFP and WLP, because the clients are

owned by the company. Therefore, no accounting of consumed resources is necessary.

Scenario 2: ISP Network

An Internet Service Provider (ISP) with hundreds of thousands of customers wants to of-

fer additional protection by performing Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) on network packets.

The goal is to protect customers’ client machines as well as the ISP’s network components

from malware, such as ransomware. However, it is challenging for the provider to imple-

ment such a system because (i) they need to access encrypted traffic payload, which is

impossible without creating security vulnerabilities [49], changing well-established pro-

tocols [82, 81] , or inflicting a non-justifiable performance overhead [101]; and (ii) the ac-

quisition of middleboxes being capable of performing extensive analysis on considerable

amounts of traffic is too costly. The product portfolio of the ISP is extended by a data plan

that deploys EndBox for network traffic analysis on the client machines of customers.

The plan includes a discount to compensate for the allocation of client-side resources.

The ISP does not own the clients in this scenario, EndBox already anticipates ideas of

offloading computation to unrelated clients (see Chapter 5). However, since EndBox does

not support accounting of consumed resources, it does not fulfil all requirements for that

constellation and is therefore described in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Different deployment models of middleboxes ( ): (a) traditional centralised hardware

middleboxes, (b) outsourcing of software middleboxes into public or private cloud en-

vironments, and (c, d) software middleboxes at end-hosts.

3.3 Background: Middlebox Placement
Middleboxes play a central role in analysing, filtering, and manipulating network traffic.

Typical examples are firewalls and IDPSs for improved security; or caches and load bal-

ancers for better performance. In the following, we discuss three fundamentally different

approaches of deploying middleboxes: (i) centralised deployment as part of the managed

network; (ii) cloud-based deployment; and (iii) deployment as part of end-hosts.

Centralised Middlebox Deployments

This is the most common type of deployment in managed networks in which the mid-

dleboxes are placed between servers and the gateway to the Internet (see Figure 3.1a).

As middleboxes are diverse and often complex, there is a trend to replace costly spe-

cialised hardware appliances by software-based solutions running on top of commodity

hardware [62]. With ever-growing network traffic and enterprise links offering capacities
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reaching 100 Gbps, this requires scalable software solutions. Since middleboxes are often

stateful (e.g. when performing intrusion detection), it is challenging to perform simple

horizontal packet-based scaling, as each network flow must be assigned to an individ-

ual middlebox instance [131]. Furthermore, centralised middlebox deployments are non-

trivial to scale with the number of client machines, resource-intensive and consequently

costly [102].

Cloud-based Middlebox Deployments

In line with the trend of network function virtualisation [47], middleboxes are outsourced

to public clouds operated by a third party [102] or private telco clouds operated by ISPs [107]

(see Figure 3.1b). Although using public clouds relieves network administrators from the

management of middleboxes, it comes with several downsides: (i) in order to be processed

in a cloud infrastructure, traffic must be redirected thereby incurring additional latency;

(ii) public clouds are external, untrusted infrastructure, i.e. critical functions are moved

off-site; and (iii) traffic redirected to clouds may be filtered or manipulated outside the

network .

Offloading middlebox functions to private telco clouds may incur less latency and the

infrastructure can be regarded as more trustworthy. However, it still needs substantial

investment by ISPs. In summary, cloud-based middleboxes are convenient to manage,

but potentially reduce the reliability of managed networks and may violate data protection

regulations.

Middleboxes at end-hosts

Finally, middlebox functions may also be placed at end-hosts, be it servers in a data cen-

tre (see Figure 3.1c) [9] or clients inside an enterprise environment (see Figure 3.1d) [32].

These approaches benefit from network traffic being processed directly at its source or

destination, improving scalability as each host handles its own traffic.

With EndBox, we explore a deployment model that targets entirely untrusted clients

and network hardware in order to reap the following benefits: (i) network traffic can be

filtered or processed at the source or destination; (ii) processing encrypted traffic does

not create vulnerabilities and is practical; (iii) central network devices in a managed net-

work are relieved from having to provide middlebox functions; and (iv) deployments can

be made to scale because middlebox functions are executed by potentially under-utilised

client machines.

3.4 Design of EndBox
We describe EndBox, a system that securely executes middlebox functions on client ma-

chines.
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3.4.1 System Requirements

In accordance with a deployment scenario as part of untrusted clients (see Section 2.4),

EndBox must satisfy the following requirements:

R1: Flexibility. EndBox should support flexible development for tailored middlebox

functions for a wide range of use cases.

R2: Enforcement. EndBox should ensure that all traffic between the client and the man-

aged network is processed by middlebox functions.

R3: Integrity and privacy. EndBox should protect the integrity of middlebox functions

and the privacy of client traffic.

R4: Manageability. Despite middleboxes being distributed, it should remain easy for net-

work administrators to rapidly and seamlessly manage middlebox functions, such

as updating their configurations.

R5: Low overhead and good scalability. To be practical, EndBox should introduce only a

low performance overhead compared to existing solutions and scale linearly with

the number of clients, in order to support fluctuating client numbers and prevent

idle middleboxes at the same time.

Figure 3.2 details the deployment of EndBox for our two representative scenarios in-

troduced before. In both scenarios, a number of EndBox clients connect to an EndBox

server. The EndBox client allows applications on client machines to access the managed

network. Clients execute middlebox functions in a TEE (SGX enclaves in our prototype).

All traffic that is processed by a client-side middlebox is encrypted by a VPN before or

after processing, depending if its in- our outbound. This way, the middlebox function

has the ability to process all network traffic on packet-level. The TEE guards the secure

endpoint of the VPN communication and secures the necessary encryption keys. The keys

are injected inside the TEE as part of a secure bootstrapping process, so neither the user

of the machine nor software outside the TEE are granted access to them (see Section 3.4.3).

Packet en- and decryption, as well as arbitrary processing, happen within the TEE. This en-

ables the implementation of a wide range of middlebox functions (R1), including caching,

malware detection, licensing controls, and functions such as compression that all cannot

operate on encrypted packets (see Section 3.4.4). Moreover, this enables organisations to

adapt middlebox functions executed with EndBox to their specific use case.

In the case of the enterprise network scenario (Figure 3.2a), clients are allowed to be

inside the network or to connect remotely (e.g. employees in home office). In contrast,

in the ISP network scenario (Figure 3.2b), clients are private machines that connect to the

ISP network.

In both scenarios, the use of EndBox is enforced when accessing a managed network

because theEndBox server is the only entry point: it only accepts traffic encrypted with the
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Figure 3.2: EndBox system deployment of two scenarios (a) and (b), FW/GW is firewall/gateway

key owned by a correct EndBox client. This ensures that all traffic is processed by EndBox

and prevents users from bypassing the middlebox functionality, because bypassed traffic

is either blocked or encrypted, thus not readable (R2).

In addition, EndBox uses the remote attestation (see Section 2.1) to guarantee that (i) the

enclave is initialised with the correct code and data; and (ii) the encryption and decryp-

tion of network packets can only occur within the enclave (R3). Our prototype uses the

attestation facilities provided by SGX (see Section 2.1.1), but its design is independent of

the underlying technology.

The EndBox server provides a management interface that enables administrators to

deploy middlebox configuration changes (R4), e.g. to issue updates for middlebox func-

tions. The updates are disseminated to all (connected and reconnecting) clients, which

are responsible for fetching and applying the configuration changes. After a configurable

grace period, the update is enforced by accepting only traffic from EndBox clients with

the latest middlebox configuration (see Section 3.4.5)

EndBox is designed to induce a low performance overhead, and scale with the number

of connected clients (R5). This is achieved by (i) reducing the number of enclave mode

transitions; and (ii) by moving middlebox functions to clients, thus removing load from

centralised middleboxes as part of the managed network.
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3.4.2 Architecture of the EndBox Client

The EndBox client architecture shown in Figure 3.3 consists of two components: a VPN

client and a set of middlebox functions. The VPN client is based on OpenVPN
4

and is

partitioned; security-sensitive parts (such as cryptographic functions and encryption keys)

are moved into the enclave to prevent an attacker from gaining knowledge about the keys.

Other parts that are not important for security (such as packet encapsulation and frag-

mentation) are executed outside of the enclave. EndBox implements middlebox func-

tions using the Click modular router [78], which can be used to implement a diverse set of

middlebox functions (R1). EndBox routes all traffic through middlebox functions: before

encrypting egress or decrypting ingress traffic, OpenVPN hands all packets to Click for

processing.
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of the EndBox client.

To ensure that all network traffic is intercepted by EndBox (R2), a client can only con-

nect to the network through the VPN. The VPN client processes each IP packet individu-

ally in four steps: after the packet is copied inside the enclave 1 , it is processed by one

or more middlebox functions according to the system configuration 2 . Depending on

the specific function, the packet header or payload may be modified or the whole packet

marked to be discarded (e.g. due to firewall or IDPS rules). After the execution of the mid-

dlebox functions, the packet is either accepted or rejected 3 . Finally, the packet is signed

and encrypted and then copied outside of the enclave, where it is passed back to the VPN

client running in untrusted space 4 for transmission over the network.

Each packet arriving from the network is processed in the opposite order: it is first

copied into the enclave, where its signature is checked and its content decrypted. It is

4https://openvpn.net/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://openvpn.net/
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then processed by middlebox functions, accepted or discarded, and finally copied outside

the enclave and passed to the application.

3.4.3 Attestation and Key Management
To achieve our desired level of security (R3), EndBox needs to verify the code of the en-

claves that are used within the system. This prevents use of malicious middlebox func-

tions that for example circumvent certain functions or deliberately leak encryption keys.

EndBox leverages the SGX attestation facilities [3] described in Section 2.1.1. The im-

plementation uses the “traditional” standard attestation service which relies on the IAS

operated by Intel. The same could be achieved by with DCAP (see Section 2.1.1) where less

trust in Intel is required.

The attestation has to be considered differently depending on the scenario (see Sec-

tion 3.2). In the case of the enterprise scenario, the company deploying EndBox perform

attestation and could additionally run the attestation service. However, in the ISP sce-

nario, the trust relationships are different: On the one hand, an attestation is important

for the ISP, because it ensures that the configured middlebox functions are actually exe-

cuted. On the other hand, users additionally need to verify enclave identity locally so that

a rogue ISP or other untrusted third party has no ability to replace middlebox functions

with malicious ones. This can be achieved by automatically verifying the measurements

of publicly known middlebox functions.

Figure 3.4 shows the steps executed to attest the correctness of the enclave as well as

to protect and sign the VPN keys. EndBox’s key management is based on a certificate
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Figure 3.4: Process of remote attestation and key management in EndBox.

authority (CA) operated by network owners. The public key of the Certificate Authority

(CA) is pre-deployed into enclave binaries during system compilation to prevent MitM

attacks. An asymmetric key pair is generated in the enclave 1 , the private key never
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leaves the enclave. Next, the VPN client creates a report containing the public key of the

aforementioned key pair and passes it to the QE to obtain a quote 2 (see Section 2.1.1).

This is forwarded to the CA 3 , which relays it to the IAS and receives a reply 4 . If that

reply is positive and the quote contains a known measurement, the CA signs the public

key, creating a certificate 5 . The certificate and a symmetric shared key encrypted with

the enclave’s public key are provisioned to the enclave 6 . Finally, after checking the

received certificate with the CA’s public key, the enclave persistently stores the generated

key pair as well as the certificate using the SGX sealing feature 7 (see Section 2.1.1). The

client can now use that certificate to connect to the VPN server. Consequently, an enclave

only has to be attested once and unattested clients cannot establish connections because

of missing certificates. The symmetric shared key is used for decrypting configuration

files as described in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.4 Processing Encrypted Network Traffic
Although over 80% of today’s network traffic is encrypted

5
, many middlebox functions, e.g.

for deep packet inspection or caching, need to access the payload of packets, i.e. cannot

operate on encrypted traffic. This problem became particularly visible when the Inter-

net Engineering Task Force (IETF) heavily discussed whether the key exchange in TLS 1.3

should be degraded to allow network monitoring [44].

There are different state-of-the-art solutions for this problem: (i) middleboxes per-

forming a MitM attack on users; (ii) applying modifications to the TLS protocol to allow

middleboxes to intercept traffic [82, 81]; and (iii) searchable or homomorphic encryption

schemes [101]. These solutions solve the problem, but have drastic disadvantages: they

break end-to-end security, are impractical or are notoriously slow. Therefore, EndBox

implements a new approach of decrypting network traffic. We assume that a client ap-

plication, such as a web browser, is linked against a custom untrusted TLS library. This

library forwards all negotiated session keys to the trusted Click instance, running inside

the EndBox VPN client. The keys are used to decrypt the packets inside a special Click

element. For our prototype implementation, we modify OpenSSL by adding a single call

to a custom function, which forwards negotiated keys via the OpenVPN management in-

terface. Using this approach, EndBox can decrypt traffic transparently to the client. The

client neither needs to trust a custom certificate authority nor does it see different cer-

tificates than those offered by the accessed services. Also, we do not have to change the

TLS protocol or rely on special encryption schemes. Note that transferring the keys to the

EndBox enclave is not a security risk for the client: the keys are generated by the untrusted

TLS library and are therefore also stored in untrusted memory.

Our approach to analyse encrypted traffic is applicable in our targeted scenarios: In an

enterprise network, employees trust their employer to some extent and should refrain

from handling private matters using company networks either way. In the ISP scenario,

5https://letsencrypt.org/stats last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://letsencrypt.org/stats
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we assume customers opt-in for traffic analysis by the ISP to improve security, i.e. they

are aware of it and consent.

3.4.5 Configuration Updates

To improve manageability (R4), EndBox supports updates of Click configuration files at

runtime. Network administrators can define the importance of updates by specifying a

grace period of n ≥ 0 seconds. During the grace period, the EndBox server allows both old

and new configurations to be active. After its expiry, the server blocks traffic from clients

that are not applying the new configuration.

We use in-band ping messages from OpenVPN to notify EndBox clients about config-

uration updates and to enforce them. These ping messages are sent periodically by both

the VPN client and the server to keep the connection alive. We extend the message format

with two extra fields: the version number of the latest configuration file and its grace pe-

riod. To prevent malicious clients from sending crafted ping messages, the authenticity

of all packets is validated inside the enclave.

The CA’s public key and the pre-shared key (see Section 3.4.3) are used to sign and op-

tionally encrypt configuration files to, for example, hide IDPS rules from employees in the

enterprise scenario. In the ISP scenario, the configuration files are not encrypted to allow

customers to inspect rules. The files are stored on a trusted server located in the man-

aged network that is publicly accessible to ensure that clients can always obtain up-to-date

configurations before connecting. When network administrators create an updated con-

figuration file, they sign and optionally encrypt it, upload it to the configuration server,

and instruct the VPN server to send out a ping message with the new version number.

When the EndBox client notices that a new configuration file is available, it fetches the

configuration file, decrypts it inside the enclave and applies it. To prevent clients from

replaying old configuration files, the version number of the update is incorporated inside

the update itself. Version numbers increase monotonically with each update.

Client Machine
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File
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Admin
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Figure 3.5: Process of updating configuration files within EndBox.
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The whole update process is shown in Figure 3.5. To start it, the network administrator

uploads the configuration file to the configuration server 1 and triggers a configuration

update at the EndBox VPN server 2 . The VPN server starts a timer that, when expired,

blocks clients with old configurations 3 . With the next periodic ping message, the VPN

server sends the new version number to all clients 4 . When a client receives a ping

message, it checks whether an update is necessary 5 . If this is the case, it fetches the new

configuration from the configuration server 6 - 7 , decrypts it, and replaces its current

configuration 8 . Finally, the client sends a ping message with the new version number

to prove its successful update 9 .

3.5 Implementation of EndBox

The implementation of EndBox is based on OpenVPN v2.4.0, the Intel SGX SDK v1.9 (see

Section 2.1.1), the TaLoS library for terminating TLS connections inside SGX enclaves [8],

and the of the Click software router [78](based on commit hash 7bd3f816
). We use Open-

VPN as the basis for the EndBox client because it (i) is open-source; (ii) has relatively few

dependencies; (iii) is implemented in user-space; and (iv) is widely used. This allows us

to port parts of its implementation into an SGX enclave, which can only run in use space.

TaLoS is based on LibreSSL and acts as a drop-in replacement running in SGX enclaves

for existing applications.

EndBox uses the Intel SGX SDK to define ecalls and ocalls as well as to handle the life

cycle of the enclave. In addition, it uses the SDK’s trusted (but functionally limited) C

library implementation and extends it with further functions used by OpenVPN and Click.

The EndBox implementation also utilises the SDK support for trusted time in order to

implement traffic shaping (see Section 3.6.3). Additionally, the SDK offers a simulation mode
that allows the execution of SGX applications on unsupported hardware without security

guarantees but similar runtime behaviour.

EndBox relies on Click to implement middlebox functions. To configure Click, so-

called elements are interconnected. An element can fetch packets from or forward packets

to other elements, and process packets. We choose Click because it (i) is widely used; (ii) has

many existing elements to realise various middlebox functions; (iii) provides a configu-

ration hot swapping mechanism; and (iv) is easily extensible. EndBox uses Click’s con-

figuration hot swapping mechanism to efficiently update the middlebox configuration. It

uses elements shipped with Click to implement middlebox functions and extends Click

by adding custom elements for an IDPS function, to decrypt application-level traffic, and

to perform traffic shaping using a trusted time source provided by SGX.

6https://github.com/kohler/click/commit/7bd3f813b2db8dc9f13d5f96e40bd65c884
63ad5 last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/kohler/click/commit/7bd3f813b2db8dc9f13d5f96e40bd65c88463ad5
https://github.com/kohler/click/commit/7bd3f813b2db8dc9f13d5f96e40bd65c88463ad5
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Changes to Click and OpenVPN

EndBox requires minor changes to Click: (i) the ToDevice element is modified to signal

OpenVPN when a packet was accepted or rejected, (ii) we disable signal handling for state

clean-up and control sockets for communication with specific elements, as signals are not

supported inside enclaves; and (iii) we adapt the hot swapping mechanism to work with

configuration files stored in memory. OpenVPN is linked against the TaLoS library, which

results in all cryptographic operations being executed inside the enclave. Additionally, we

compile Click as a library and link it against the enclave code to allow fast interaction.

3.5.1 Optimisations

EndBox implements several optimisations to improve its performance and security: (i) re-

duce the number of enclave transitions; (ii) enable use case specific traffic protection; and

(iii) optimise client-to-client communication. These optimisations are detailed in the fol-

lowing and evaluated in Section 3.6.8.

Enclave Transitions

The performance of SGX enclaves is negatively impacted by transitions between trusted

and untrusted code. Previous work [6, 19] has shown that an enclave transition is more

costly than a system call. To reduce this cost, EndBox shifts parts of the OpenVPN en-

cryption logic into the enclave to reduce the number of enclave transitions per processed

packet: EndBox performs only one ecall per sent or received packet. As described in Sec-

tion 3.6.8, this optimisation drastically improves the overall throughput of EndBox.

Scenario-specific Traffic Protection

Depending on the scenario in which EndBox is used, weaker traffic protection can be ap-

plied. In the ISP scenario, AES-128-CBC packet encryption is optional, because the trust

relationship is different from the enterprise use case: users decided to let the ISP apply

EndBox, therefore the fact that traffic is routed through Click does not have to be enforced

by encrypting it. However, the fact that egress traffic is analysed by Click needs to be en-

sured by the ISP by applying integrity protection. This optimisation only targets the ISP

scenario and improves the overall throughput of EndBox, as described in Section 3.6.8.

Client-to-client Communication

In the case of client-to-client connections, our approach would lead to packets being pro-

cessed multiple times, once on every client. This is not reasonable for most use cases,

for example IDPSs. Therefore, EndBox clients flag outgoing packets after they have been

processed by Click, enabling other EndBox clients to bypass Click. We implemented the

flagging mechanism by setting the Quality of Service (QoS) byte in the IP header to 0xeb.
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In order to prevent external attackers from sending IP packets containing this byte, the

EndBox server removes the QoS byte if it is set to0xeb. Finally, as all packets are integrity-

protected by OpenVPN, flagged packets cannot be forged. This optimisation rather targets

the enterprise scenario, but can also be applied to the ISP network and improves the la-

tency between EndBox clients, as described in Section 3.6.8.

3.5.2 Secure Enclave Interface

The enclave interface of EndBox consists of 90 calls: 70 ecalls and 20 ocalls. Most of the

ecalls are called only during initialisation of OpenVPN and Click. EndBox defines only

4 ecalls that are executed during normal operation: (i) packet en- and decryption; and

(ii) Message Authentication Code (MAC) generation and verification. While (i) are trig-

gered by normal traffic, (ii) are used for integrity protection of the OpenVPN control

channel. With the exception of the EndBox-specific en- and decryption and Click ini-

tialisation ecalls, all ecalls match the TaLos/LibreSSL library calls, which perform security

checks. The ocalls perform different tasks, among them managing untrusted memory and

accessing (encrypted) configuration files. Note that they could be omitted by using in-

enclave configuration files and exitless enclave services [89]. To ensure a secure interface,

we closely examined all ecalls and ocalls and augmented them with sanity checks on input

(resp. return) values of ecalls (resp. ocalls), and bound checking of pointers either passed

to ecalls or returned from ocalls to guarantee that they point to enclave memory.

3.6 Evaluation of EndBox

We evaluate the security and performance of EndBox by discussing different attacks on

EndBox and performing different measurements. Our results show that: EndBox is se-

cure against a wide range of attacks (Section 3.6.1); EndBox has a small TCB compared

to approach with library OSs (Section 3.6.2); it only affects network latency in a minimal

way (Section 3.6.4); it induces an acceptable best-case performance overhead of 16% (Sec-

tion 3.6.5); it scales linearly with the number of clients; clients can achieve a 2.6×–3.8×
higher throughput than a traditional centralised middlebox (Section 3.6.6); our runtime

reconfiguration mechanism has a 30% lower latency than the original Click implementa-

tion (Section 3.6.7); and lastly, our optimisations described in Section 3.5.1 actually improve

EndBox’s impact on latency or throughput (Section 3.6.8).

3.6.1 Security Evaluation

In the following, we discuss typical attacks against EndBox and state how it can defend

against these or why they are not applicable.
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Bypassing Middlebox Functions

A malicious client may try to access the network without using EndBox. We assume that

the network is guarded by a static firewall limiting traffic to VPN usage: without a properly

configured EndBox client establishing a valid VPN connection, it is not possible for an at-

tacker to send valid traffic that would bypass the middlebox functions in EndBox. Instead,

the traffic will be dropped by the firewall. For incoming traffic in the enterprise scenario,

clients are indirectly forced to route their traffic through the EndBox client if they want

to access the encrypted payload. EndBox ensures the authenticity of connections using

remote attestation (Section 3.4.3).

Using Old or Invalid Middlebox Configurations

An attacker may rollback configuration updates, or use unauthorised configurations. Once

an adjustable grace period for an update has passed, the server only acceptsEndBox clients

that use the currently valid configuration, as described in Section 3.4.5. The EndBox client

and server periodically exchange ping messages containing configuration information to

prevent clients from using stale configurations.

Replaying Traffic

If a malicious client replays traffic, e.g. in order to establish a connection without a gen-

uine enclave, the EndBox server detects this, due to OpenVPN’s implementation of packet

replay protection.

Denial-of-service Attacks

Malicious clients can prevent enclaves from starting or being entered, as the enclave life

cycle is managed by untrusted code. However, this would result in the inability of the

client to communicate with the network. In contrast, a denial-of-service attack on the

EndBox server would have the same effect as a traditional centralised middlebox deploy-

ment, thus, the attack can be mitigated using classical techniques [39].

Downgrade Attacks

Attackers could try to force the usage of a weaker TLS version or cipher. However, Open-

VPN implements server-side checks that ensure the minimal TLS version to be used. On

the client-side, the corresponding check happens within the enclave during connection

establishment and therefore cannot be circumvented.

Interface Attacks

A client may try to break into the enclave by manipulating the parameters at the enclave

interface similar to Iago attacks [22]. To mitigate such attacks, every ecall and ocall has
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Component Approximated Lines of Code

TaLoS 219.000

Click 80.000

SGX SDK 20.000

OpenVPN (trusted part) 1.000

total 320.000

Table 3.1: Approximated lines of code of EndBox’s TCB.

been augmented with checks on input parameters and return values (see Section 3.5.2). In

addition, EndBox exposes a limited interface with a restricted attack surface.

Failure of an EndBox Client

If an EndBox client fails, only the client running this client is impacted; other clients and

the managed network remain unaffected. This differs from the behaviour of traditional

centralised middlebox set-ups in which a failure would affect many clients or even whole

networks. In contrast, the failure of the EndBox server managing all VPN connections is

equivalent to a failure of traditional centralised middleboxes, resulting in network out-

ages.

3.6.2 TCB Size Analysis

The number of LoC within EndBox’s enclave influences the size of the TCB and therefore

allows to estimate it’s overall vulnerability (see Section 2.1). Table 3.1 shows the estimated

LoC for trusted components of EndBox, i.e. components executed in the enclave. In total,

the TCB comprises 320.000 LoC. Thereby, the LoC for TaLoS should be regarded as an

upper bound: TaLoS provides the same API and functionalities as LibreSSL, but EndBox

only uses a small subset. While this leaves EndBox with a TCB an order of magnitude

larger than low-TCB approaches such as SCONE [6] or Panoply [105], it still is an order of

magnitude smaller than the TCBs reported for Haven [11] or Graphene [113], which range

in the order of millions of LoC.

3.6.3 Experimental Set-up and Use Cases

We evaluate the performance of EndBox on a cluster of seven machines of two classes.

Class A consists of five machines, equipped with SGX-capable 4-core Xeon v5 CPUs with

32 GB of memory, while class B are two machines with non-SGX 4-core Xeon v2 CPUs

and 16 GB of memory. All machines are configured with hyper-threading and are con-

nected to a 10 Gbps switch via two 10 Gbps network interfaces per machine. The Maximum

Transmission Unit (MTU) of the network links is configured to 9000 bytes. We conduct
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the throughput measurements using iperf, while for latency measurements we rely on

ICMP pings. Throughout this section, we evaluate multiple set-ups, including these reoc-

curring ones: (i) vanilla OpenVPN, an unmodified OpenVPN v2.4.0; (ii) OpenVPN+Click, the

same OpenVPN version, but traffic is processed by server-side Click instances; (iii) End-

Box in simulation mode to show the overhead of partitioning the VPN client; and (iv) End-

Box in hardware mode to show the overhead of using SGX instructions. Throughout this

section, we report average values of 10 consecutive runs; the variance of results is omitted

if the reported error is negligible.

In the following, we describe five middlebox functions we implemented for the evalu-

ation. They are either based on standard or custom Click elements.

Forwarding (NOP)

The first middlebox function we consider provides a baseline for our measurements. It

forwards packets without accessing or modifying any headers or payloads.

Load Balancing (LB)

The RoundRobinSwitch Click element allows us to balance IP packets or TCP flows

across several machines, thus balancing load.

IP Firewall (FW)

A firewall accesses packet headers and controls traffic based on a set of rules. We use the

IPFilter Click element without any code modifications. For our evaluation we use a set

of 16 rules that do not match any packet. This means that all packets have to be matched to

all rules before forwarding the packet; it is therefore a computation-intensive workload.

Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS)

An IDPS monitors network traffic for unauthorised accesses and policy violations. We

support Snort [95] rule sets and execute its string matching algorithm [1] using a library

from [109]. The IDPS is implemented as a custom Click element called IDSMatcher. For

the evaluation, we use a subset of 377 rules of the Snort community rule set. Again, the

rules do not match any packets to create a computation-intensive workload.

DDoS Prevention (DDoS)

Distributed denial-of-service attacks can generally be mitigated by throttling or dropping

packets that occur repeatedly or if source address spoofing is detected. We implement

this middlebox function by rate limiting identical packets using our custom Click ele-

ments IDSMatcher and TrustedSplitter. The latter allows the shaping of traffic

to a given bandwidth in a trusted way: to reduce expensive calls to obtain trusted time,
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Figure 3.6: CDF of HTTP page load times for Alexa top 1,000 sites with and without EndBox.

the TrustedSplitter samples timestamps by issuing calls after a certain configurable

number of packets has been processed. This number is set to 500, 000 for our measure-

ments. For OpenVPN+Click, we use a similar Click element called UntrustedSplitter

which obtains timestamps using system calls. This use case is well-suited for the ISP sce-

nario, as it enables the provider to detect malware or bot nets directly on client-side.

3.6.4 Latency
In the following, we evaluate the latency impact of EndBox, as this has a notable influence

on user experience. We use the forwarding middlebox function (NOP) and perform local

experiments using class A machines. For cloud-based measurements, we rely on Amazon

Web Services (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and use m3.medium instances with 1

virtual CPU and 3.75 GB RAM in different regions.

HTTP Request Handling

EndBox’s impact on latency can be observed in Figure 3.6, which plots the Cumulative

Distribution Function (CDF) for HTTP page load times of 1,000 popular websites provided

by Alexa
7
. Results show that the time needed to load these websites is very similar when

using EndBox or a direct connection, and hence that the latency overhead of EndBox is

negligible.

Traffic Redirection

By further exploring EndBox’s impact on latency, we want to show that offloading mid-

dlebox functions to cloud environments has more disadvantages than only losing control

and trust. Inspired by [102], we create a setup of software middleboxes executing in AWS

EC2 and measure the ping RTTs to a fixed location. Figure 3.7 shows the average ping RTT

for different redirection methods: (i) no redirection with no middlebox or VPN; (ii) local

7https://www.alexa.com/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.alexa.com/
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Figure 3.7: Average ping Round Trip Time (RTT) for different redirection methods.

EndBox OpenSSL vanilla OpenSSL

Resp. size w/ dec w/o dec w/o dec

4 KB 1.08 ms 1.04 ms 1.00 ms

16 KB 1.34 ms 1.29 ms 1.26 ms

32 KB 1.78 ms 1.75 ms 1.70 ms

Table 3.2: HTTPS GET request latency for different response sizes and configurations.

redirection through a VPN and server-side middlebox using OpenVPN+Click; (iii) redirec-

tion trough EndBox; and (iv) redirection through middleboxes deployed on EC2 instances

in different AWS regions, also using OpenVPN+Click. The results show that depending on

the location a cloud provider chooses, the latency overhead ranges between 61% and 1773%

and that EndBox’s latency overhead is only 6%.

Handling of Encrypted Traffic

As mentioned in 3.4.4, EndBox is able to transparently decrypt TLS traffic. We measure

the overhead of this functionality by letting an HTTPS client fetch static web pages of

different sizes from a web server. This client is using one configuration among: (i) End-

Box with custom OpenSSL and traffic decryption inside Click; (ii) EndBox with custom

OpenSSL but without traffic decryption; or (iii) EndBox with system OpenSSL and with-

out traffic decryption. We measure the HTTPS GET request latency, and report the results

in Table 3.2. They show that the overhead introduced by our custom OpenSSL and traffic

decryption is less than 8%. The two sources of overhead are EndBox’s custom OpenSSL

forwarding of keys to the enclave, and the actual decryption.

3.6.5 Throughput

Besides network latency, throughput performance is also an important parameter im-

pacting user experience. All these measurements are performed on two class A machines,
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where one acts as EndBox client and one as EndBox server.
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Figure 3.8: Average maximum throughput of different set-ups for packet sizes 256 bytes to

64 kilobytes.

Packet Size

In this experiment, we measure the maximum throughput reached in different configura-

tions for various packet sizes from 256 bytes to 64 kB. We compare four set-ups: (i) vanilla
OpenVPN, (ii) OpenVPN+Click: the same OpenVPN version with an attached server-side

Click instance; (iii) EndBox in simulation mode; and (iv) EndBox in hardware mode. The

results are represented in Figure 3.8. As expected, the throughput increases for all config-

urations as the payload size increases. Moreover, we see that EndBox has an acceptable

performance overhead: It varies between 2% and 13% for EndBox in simulation mode.

Using actual SGX instructions (hardware mode) adds overhead, resulting in a worst-case

overhead of 39% for small packets, but in a best-case overhead of only 16% for large packets.

This is due to the fact that larger packets allow higher throughput with less enclave tran-

sitions. We also see that a server-side Click instance has an average performance penalty

of 26%; values range between 5% and 29% depending on packet size. Finally, we observe

that, for large packets, a server-side Click instance achieves a throughput almost one third

lower than vanilla OpenVPN due to the Click instance’s packet fetching.

Middlebox Functions

Figure 3.9 shows the average maximum throughput achieved by a traditional middlebox

set-up with VPN compared to EndBox. We evaluate all middlebox functions presented in

Section 3.6.3 using one client machine and a medium packet size of 1500 bytes.

With NOP representing a baseline, we first observe that the impact of a Click configu-

ration on OpenVPN+Click is rather low: in the worst case, for the DDoS prevention use

case, the throughput drops by 13%, from 764 Mbps to 662 Mbps. Second, EndBox incurs

around 30% overhead for the use cases NOP, LB, and FW. The more computation intensive
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Figure 3.9: Average maximum throughput of NOP, FW, LB, IDPS and DDoS use cases for Open-

VPN+Click and EndBox with a packet size of 1500 bytes.

use cases IDPS and DDoS have an overhead of 39%. Note that this overhead is lower for

larger packets, as shown in Figure 3.8.

Summary

Results show that EndBox introduces an acceptable throughput overhead of only 16% for

large packets in the NOP use case. For medium sized packets, the overhead is 30% re-

garding lightweight middlebox functions and 39% for specific heavy-duty use cases. As

expected, we observe that the throughput of EndBox increases with the size of packets.

Furthermore, EndBox does not have any user-perceivable impact on the latency of HTTP

page load times. As a result, from a performance perspective, EndBox is a viable alterna-

tive to existing middlebox deployments.

3.6.6 Scalability
After evaluating user-facing properties of EndBox like latency and throughput, we eval-

uate the scalability of EndBox, which is important to its operators. Therefore, we mea-

sure the throughput and CPU usage on server side. The throughput is aggregated over

all virtual interfaces set up by the OpenVPN servers, which is one per client. The CPU

usage applies for all cores, i.e. 100% represents all cores being fully utilised. The scala-

bility measurements use five class A machines to execute multiple EndBox clients and

two class B machines, each running the EndBox server or iperf servers. For the mea-

surement, we compare four set-ups: (i) vanilla OpenVPN without middlebox function as

baseline; (ii) EndBox in hardware mode; (iii) vanilla Click on server side without encryption;

and (iv) OpenVPN+Click: multiple server-side vanilla Click instances attached to Open-

VPN servers. In these experiments, each client generates a workload of 200 Mbps. For

(i), (iii) and (iv), we use one OpenVPN server instance per client, as OpenVPN does not

support multithreading.

First, we evaluate the scalability using a forwarder as middlebox function (NOP). The re-

sults in Figure 3.10 show that vanilla OpenVPN and EndBox achieve the same throughput
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Figure 3.10: Server-side aggregated throughput and CPU usage of NOP use case applied to different

middlebox deployments.

of 6.5 Gbps at an almost identical CPU usage. This shows that client-side execution of mid-

dleboxes has no impact on throughput or CPU usage on server side. For OpenVPN+Click,

the bottleneck is the CPU, which is fully utilised earlier than with EndBox, because Click

requires a substantial amount of cycles. In contrast, the throughput of vanilla Click is

limited to 5.5 Gbps by the Click process which cannot handle more packets. Finally, our

measurements report an even lower throughput for OpenVPN+Click of 2.5 Gbps, which

continuously decreases with a growing number of clients, as OpenVPN+Click is limited

by the servers’ CPUs.

Use Case Evaluation

We conduct the same measurement for our five use cases presented in Section 3.6.3. In Fig-

ure 3.11 we use the results for OpenVPN+Click and EndBox from the previous measure-

ments as baselines and show how EndBox scales with the number of clients when dif-

ferent middlebox configurations are applied. When network traffic en- and decryption

fully utilises the VPN server (at 40 clients with our machine) it becomes the bottleneck

of EndBox: we observe a maximum throughput of 6.5 Gbps for all use cases. Due to the

server-side execution of middlebox functions, OpenVPN+Click reaches this limit earlier

at 30 clients with a maximum throughput of 2.5 Gbps FW and LB use cases. The computa-

tion intensive IDPS and DDoS middlebox functions only achieve 1.7 Gbps.

Our evaluation shows that EndBox scales linearly with the number of clients. Addition-

ally, for 60 clients, EndBox achieves a 2.6× higher throughput across all use cases, and 3.8×
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Figure 3.11: Server-side aggregated throughput and CPU usage of specific use cases for Open-

VPN+Click and EndBox.

for computation intensive workloads induced by IDPS and DDoS. This is not a general

limitation of EndBox—it is due to our evaluation setup and caused by the computation-

intensive nature of pattern matching on network packets, which overloads central mid-

dleboxes faster. Thus, we show that EndBox performs especially well for CPU intensive

middlebox functions.

Summary

Results indicate that EndBox scales linearly with the number of clients until the VPN

server is fully utilised. They also show that by executing middlebox functions on the client

side, EndBox can achieve 2.6× to 3.8× higher throughput than centrally deployed mid-

dleboxes, depending on the use case.

3.6.7 Reconfiguration Overhead

One advantage of deploying middleboxes centrally is a simple configuration update mech-

anism. For EndBox, this is far more challenging, as middleboxes are distributed across

untrusted client machines. Therefore, EndBox implements mechanisms to apply config-

uration updates across all client-side middleboxes in a secure way and enables adminis-

trators to verify that correct configurations are applied, as described in Section 3.4.5.
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Phase vanilla Click EndBox

fetch - 0.86 ms

decryption - 0.07 ms

hot swap 2.4 ms 0.74 ms

Total 2.4 ms 1.67 ms

Table 3.3: Timings of different phases of vanilla Click and EndBox configuration updates.
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Figure 3.12: Impact of configuration updates on ping latency shown for FW use case, time of recon-

figuration at 0 seconds.

Breakdown of an Update Operation

Table 3.3 shows the different phases of configuration updates performed by vanilla Click

and EndBox. We use a minimal configuration file with a size of 42 and 59 bytes, respec-

tively. Since vanilla Click does not need to fetch and decrypt the configuration file, the

only operation is hot swapping the configuration, which takes 2.4 ms in average. In con-

trast, EndBox spends in average 0.86 ms for fetching the new configuration and 0.07 ms

for decrypting the new configuration. However, both operations do not influence the traf-

fic filtering of EndBox and are performed in the background. Finally, it takes 0.74 ms for

hot swapping the configuration. Thus, EndBox requires only 30% of the time for the ac-

tual reconfiguration compared to vanilla Click. This is due to the fact that vanilla Click

needs to set up file descriptors for the ToDevice and FromDevice elements, which is

not necessary for EndBox because OpenVPN took care of this task earlier.

Latency Impact of Updates

Additionally, we compare the impact of configuration updates with respect to latency of

two set-ups: EndBox and OpenVPN+Click, both applying our firewall use case. In our

experiment, a single client sends periodic pings at a rate of 10 requests per second and

we measure the round trip time. As shown in Figure 3.12, we observe that both Open-
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VPN+Click and EndBox lose one single ping packet during reconfiguration. This shows

that the overhead of distributed compared to local reconfiguration is negligible if imple-

mented correctly.

3.6.8 Evaluation of Optimisations

Finally, we evaluate impact of the optimisations described in Section 3.5.1 either on through-

put or latency. Reducing the number of enclave transitions per packet results in a sub-

stantially higher throughput of 342% while refraining from packet encryption in the ISP

scenario leads to a 11% higher throughput. In contrast, optimising the client-to-client

communication has no effect on throughput, but decreases the latency between clients by

up to 13% for the IDPS use case.

3.7 Related Work
We are not the first to advocate the benefits of moving middleboxes to end hosts, e.g. [57,

32, 131, 9]. However, with the exception of ETTM [32], these approaches assume trusted

end hosts and, thus, are not suitable for a client-side deployment as targeted by EndBox,

because users have full physical access to the machine and cannot be trusted.

ETTM relies on a trusted platform module (TPM). However, as described in Section 2.1,

TPM-based solutions offer far weaker security guarantees than enclave-based ones. This

approach is insufficient for EndBox’s setting, because it only supports attestation of the

TCB state during the boot process. Most importantly, it does not protect against malicious

users with physical access to the machine as EndBox does. Further, ETTM is impracti-

cal because it requires the entire hypervisor to be part of the TCB; and physical network

hardware to correctly forward traffic. Finally, the design of ETTM follows a distributed

approach that does not involve trusted configuration servers as EndBox does. Therefore,

ETTM applies Paxos [64] for consensus, but Paxos does not scale well [119], induces high

latencies, and is not applicable when mobile nodes with an unstable connection are in-

volved. Other proposals such as Eden [9] rely on specialised hardware on end hosts to

implement middlebox functionality. While these solutions can achieve higher perfor-

mance than EndBox, their hardware exceed the specifications of today’s laptops and av-

erage desktops, and, hence, do not meet the requirements of our scenarios described in

Section 3.2.

Middlebox functionality can be entirely moved to the cloud [102, 65, 126]. This solution

avoids the risk of users mounting physical attacks and can provide great scalability. These

benefits, however, come at the cost of increased expenses and higher latency due to traffic

redirection (see Section 3.6.4). Further, outsourcing traffic processing entails security risks

as well as privacy and legal issues.

Executing middlebox functions inside SGX enclaves has been proposed [27, 48, 112, 91,

35]. Contrary toEndBox, these systems are not designed to be deployed on clients. Instead,
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they execute entire middleboxes or specific functions in the cloud to guarantee integrity

and confidentiality of network traffic.

As detailed in Section 3.4.4, EndBox is able to execute middlebox functions on encrypted

traffic. The following four proposals also target this problem. BlindBox [101] presents an

encryption scheme to perform limited computation on encrypted traffic, but at a much

lower cost than traditional homomorphic encryption. In mcTLS [82] and mbTLS [81] pack-

ets are encrypted in a way such that middleboxes that require access can decrypt them.

DPI on encrypted network traffic. Similarly to EndBox, SGX-Box [48] securely shares TLS

session keys with SGX enclaves enclave.

3.8 Summary
This chapter presented how EndBox offloads computation to untrusted, solely owned

network clients. These clients execute middlebox functions to process network traffic.

By combining TEEs and VPNs, their execution can be enforced. We evaluated EndBox

with five typical middlebox functions including a firewall, load balancing and intrusion

detection. Our evaluation showed that EndBox scales linearly with the number of clients,

thereby achieving a 2.6× to 3.8× higher throughput than a traditional deployment at the

core of a managed network. Furthermore, despite being distributed, configuration changes

to EndBox-based middlebox services are centrally controlled and enforced. Finally, en-

crypted application traffic can be efficiently and securely decrypted and filtered using

EndBox, due to its location at the client side.



4 Offloading Computation
to Related Clients

Preamble
The contributions presented in this chapter were previously published as:

David Goltzsche et al. “TrustJS: Trusted Client-side Execution of Javascript”.

In: 10th European Workshop on Systems Security (EuroSec). 2017

David Goltzsche et al. Edgar: Offloading Function Execution to The Ultimate Edge.

Tech. rep. 2021

In this chapter, we describe how computation can be securely offloaded to clients that

relate with the workload they execute. The workload in this case is a set of functions as part

of a web application that clients use. Instead of executing these functions traditionally on

server-side, our contributions allow offloading them securely to web clients. In contrast to

the previous chapter, additionally to trusted execution, further isolation of the workload is

essential, since the trust relationship between application provider and user is different.

The first of the two aforementioned papers (TrustJS) forms the basis for the browser

extension used in the second paper (Edgar). Therefore, this chapter mainly describes the

contributions of Edgar, since these build on top of TrustJS.

4.1 Introduction
Web applications are becoming the de facto standard for deploying software across various

platforms. Advanced web applications even create user experiences similar to native ones

by offering features such as offline usage or push notifications while simultaneously lib-

erating users from installing apps. There are multiple reasons for this trend: (i) improved

platform-independence through standardised browser APIs; (ii) low entrance barriers for

web development; (iii) the possibility of instant deployment of web apps; and (iv) high ac-

ceptance by end-users. Web application backends need to be scalable to cope with peak

demands and highly responsive to offer good user experience.

To meet these demands, diverse approaches have been established. Server-side scala-

bility can be improved by deploying applications on highly scalable cloud-based architec-
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Figure 4.1: Approaches for improving scalability and responsiveness of web applications by moving

computation ( ) to different locations (a-c). Edgar (d) offloads computation to web

clients and uses trusted execution environments (TEEs) to protect against attackers.

Computation can still be performed on a server-side fallback, e.g. for bootstrapping

when no TEE-capable clients are available.

tures (Figure 4.1a). Furthermore, Edge computing [103] and Content Delivery Networks

(CDNs) [31, 86] can be used to move computation and data closer to end-users to improve

latencies and, therefore, overall responsiveness (Figure 4.1b). Although promised to be

cost-effective, these cloud-based approaches still come at certain costs [59] which are of-

ten underestimated
1
. These costs can even become unsustainable for certain classes of

application providers such as non-profit organisations, scientists or start-ups. But also

larger companies aim to operate as cost-efficiently as possible.

A more cost-saving approach for service providers is to design their applications to use

client-side resources by offloading computation (Figure 4.1c). This approach has three

advantages: (i) reduced costs for service providers as client-side resources are utilised;

(ii) higher responsiveness for users, as less interaction with remote service providers is

necessary; and (iii) improved scalability, as the whole application can scale linearly with

increasing client numbers. Consequently, outsourcing application logic to web clients

is already common practice today. In fact, 97% of websites implicitly use client-side re-

sources
2
. This is implemented with scripting languages such as JavaScript and –more

recently– WebAssembly (see Section 2.2), a portable binary instruction format designed

for the web.

However, this offloading approach is generally limited. Web clients are not trustworthy;

ultimately, the owners of the machines have to be regarded as powerful attackers. Their

attacks can lead to wrong, incomplete or even malicious results or leak confidential code or

data. Therefore, application developers so far refrain from offloading sensitive application

1https://www.zdnet.com/article/cloud-computing-more-costly-complicated-and-
frustrating-than-expected-but-still-essential/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

2https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/client_side_language last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.zdnet.com/article/cloud-computing-more-costly-complicated-and-frustrating-than-expected-but-still-essential/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/cloud-computing-more-costly-complicated-and-frustrating-than-expected-but-still-essential/
https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/client_side_language
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parts to clients (e.g. code that contains business secrets and/or processes private data).

Furthermore, web clients can only perform computation for themselves which inhibits

the deployment of distributed applications using client-side resources. Making client-

side resources available to other clients can be especially relevant when certain devices

cannot be used for extensive computation, such as wearables with a small battery. Users of

more capable machines can be incentivised to provide resources to users of these devices,

e.g. by offering premium services such as ad-free services or bonus features.

To further foster client-side computing in web applications, we present Edgar (Fig-

ure 4.1d), a novel middleware that enables service providers to distribute their web ap-

plication equitably over its currently active users. Edgar opens up new possibilities of

client-side resource usage, and can therefore reduce costs for service providers while still

offering good scalability and responsiveness. Edgar achieves this via the following con-

tributions:

(1) Trusted Execution in Web Browsers

Edgar is the first system that enables trusted execution of both JavaScript and WebAs-

sembly in web browsers. This allows deploying code on client-side that would normally

be located on server-side due to confidentiality of the code itself or the data processed

by it. This creates new use cases for offloading code and can thus save costs for service

providers.

(2) Extended Usage of Client-side Resources

Edgar extends the concept of using client-side resources in web applications. In Edgar,

clients implicitly provide resources for provisioning the currently used web application

to other users. By combining this with its trusted execution capabilities (1), Edgar does not

expose code or data and ensures genuine computation. Moreover, it is designed to not

overload peers and also enables users to limit resource usage on their machines.

(3) Proximity-based Code Distribution

For achieving contribution (2), a programming model supporting flexible code distribu-

tion is needed. Therefore, Edgar transfers the paradigm of Function-as-a-Service (FaaS)

to web clients. This allows the distribution of small, self-contained functions based on

browser proximity. Edgar enables the discovery of participating browsers nearby and

allows other clients to invoke functions directly. This reduces response times and can

therefore improve overall responsiveness. In case of insufficient numbers of contributing

browsers, function invocation falls back to a cloud-based deployment.
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Figure 4.2: Two types of browser-to-browser communication: relayed (a) and direct with a cen-

tralised signaling server (b).

4.2 Background: Browser-to-browser Communication

In this section, we describe the web technology Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC)

that, together with SGX and WebAssembly (see Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.2), form the basis

of Edgar.

In the past, communication between browsers was achieved by using the server as a

relay, as shown in Figure 4.2a. This adds latency because traffic needs to be re-routed

over an additional network hop. Furthermore, especially in larger distributed systems,

the relaying server imposes a potential bottleneck. WebRTC
3

changes this with a col-

lection of protocols that enable direct browser-to-browser communication, as shown in

Figure 4.2b. WebRTC is supported by all major browsers and provides mature JavaScript

APIs. In addition to audio and video streams, it offers data channels to transmit arbitrary

data. However, WebRTC cannot work entirely without servers. For connection establish-

ment, a well-known signaling server is needed. Edgar uses WebRTC to invoke distributed

functions directly from other browsers.

WebRTC also works in restricted network environments, e.g. it can traverse Network Ad-

dress Translation Protocols (NATs) by utilising Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN)

or Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN). STUN servers are used by hosts to deter-

mine their public IP address and, thereby, creating a binding in the corresponding NAT

device. In the case of STUN being insufficient, WebRTC peers can use a TURN server that

relays all messages, resulting in a non-peer-to-peer connection, but allowing communi-

cation nevertheless. However, when applying WebRTC in the real world, in most cases

(86%
4
), a WebRTC connection can be established without a TURN server.

3https://www.w3.org/TR/webrtc/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

4https://io13webrtc.appspot.com/#51 last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.w3.org/TR/webrtc/
https://io13webrtc.appspot.com/#51
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4.3 Design of Edgar
In this section, we describe how we design Edgar. We start by detailing the system re-

quirements in accordance with our threat model (Section 4.3.1), followed by a brief overview

of Edgar in Section 4.3.2. Furthermore, we explain how Edgar is deployed in a scalable

manner in the cloud (Section 4.3.3) and on client-side (Section 4.3.4), give details on Edgar

functions (Section 4.3.5), discuss which types of applications benefit most from Edgar

(Section 4.3.5), and describe security-related design choices (Section 4.3.6).

4.3.1 System Requirements
A system for securely offloading functions to distributed, untrusted web browsers must

fulfil the following requirements:

R1 Scalability. An Edgar application should scale linearly with increasing numbers of

clients.

R2 Isolation. Function execution must be isolated from the executing host, i.e. the code

delivered to clients needs to be unable to access or manipulate its environment.

R3 Language agnosticism. Edgar should support a wide range of programming languages

for the developer to choose from; also to ease porting efforts for legacy applications.

R4 Integrity and confidentiality. Edgar should protect the integrity of all functions as well

as the confidentiality of their in- and outputs, enabling to offload code that would tra-

ditionally be located on the server-side.

R5 Availability. All function calls issued to Edgar should eventually succeed, even if an

insufficient number of peers participate or individual browsers misbehave.

In the following, we describe Edgar in a nutshell to explain how it fulfils these require-

ments.

4.3.2 Edgar in a Nutshell
Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of Edgar with two clients; one Edgar browser (i.e.

a browser with support for trusted function execution) and one legacy browser (i.e. a

browser without TEE support). Edgar allows deploying web applications on distributed,

usually untrusted browsers to reduce the centralised resources needed for operation. While

this diminishes costs for service providers, it can also reduce load and response times for

users. Clients can rely on nearby peers that have a certain functionality already loaded and

initialised. AllEdgar browsers that load anEdgar application automatically contribute to

provisioning that very application, thus, increasing overall scalability (R1). Furthermore,

legacy browsers can still benefit from other Edgar browsers without contributing to it.

However, activation of this optional feature is up to the service provider.
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Figure 4.3: Architecture with one Edgar browser and one legacy browser and two functions ( ).

Trusted components are denoted in green, untrusted ones in red. Solid arrows show

function invocations on other peers, while dashed arrows show more infrequent inter-

actions such as fetching functions, communication with the orchestrator or invoking

fallback functions.

Following the paradigm of FaaS, Edgar applications consist of one or multiple func-
tions. These allow a fine-grained, parallel distribution, which also increases scalability (R1).

Edgar functions can be developed using JavaScript and WebAssembly, which provide two

important properties: First, isolation from the host is guaranteed (R2), because runtimes

for both languages are designed as execution sandboxes. These are already used for ex-

ecuting untrusted code in browsers today. Second, many programming languages are

supported (R3), as both languages can act as compilation targets (see Section 2.2). This

also eases the effort to port existing FaaS applications to Edgar.

When an Edgar browser loads an application, the middleware first contacts the orches-
trator. It has a global view over all participating browsers and can decide which set of func-

tions the newly connected browser should install locally, based on an application-specific

policy (e.g. highest priority for latency-sensitive functions). Additionally, the orchestrator

is used by new clients for peer discovery; it continuously pings the peers and measures the

response times of peers to enable discovery based on proximity. For installation, function

code is first fetched from a cloud-hosted function store and then deployed locally in a TEE

based on Intel SGX (see Section 2.1.1). This enclave protects the integrity of function code

and confidentiality of in- and outputs (R4). Optionally, functions can be delivered in an

encrypted format to gain code confidentiality. This way, application logic that usually re-

quires a trusted server environment can be offloaded to clients. Installed functions can

then be invoked by other browsers. The router component located on every client forwards

the application’s function invocation request to clients that have that function installed. Note

that this can also be the same client that issued the request. All functions are additionally
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deployed on a FaaS infrastructure we refer to as the fallback. This allows bootstrapping an

Edgar application without enough peers being available (R5). Furthermore, this generates

negligible costs when enough peers are available.

Providers of an Edgar application should distribute the workload evenly across clients,

so that users cannot differentiate between only using an application or providing re-

sources to its provisioning. We argue that users implicitly accept providing resources,

because their incentive is to use the application. A weaker form of this concept is also

common practice today, as most users do not inspect the client-side code before visiting

a website. Furthermore, Edgar allows limiting the resource usage (see Section 4.3.4) and

stops allocating resources as soon as the application of interest is closed. Especially for

applications of non-profit organisations or scientists, altruistic users might voluntarily

donate resources. For other applications, in conjunction with trusted resource account-

ing [111, 40], premium models can be used to create additional incentives, e.g. by offering

ad-free services.

4.3.3 Cloud Deployment
In this section, we describe Edgar’s cloud components and discuss their proximity-based

deployment.

Orchestration

To operate, Edgar needs to keep track of available peers. In theory, a fully distributed

approach (e.g. with Edgar peers deploying a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [94]) would

be possible. However, to allow bootstrapping especially for smaller applications, this

would require peers that also contribute resources when not using any Edgar applica-

tion. Therefore, Edgar deliberately uses a centralised component operated by the service

provider for orchestrating peers: the orchestrator. The orchestrator keeps track of all avail-

able peers for two reasons. First, it can instruct them to load a set of functions. Second,

the stored information is used to enable peer discovery. Before function deployment,

the service provider adds a distribution factor and weight to each function. The higher the

distribution factor, the more will the corresponding function be installed. The weight

represents the expensiveness of functions, reflecting how many resources it uses. When

Edgar is initialised on a new client, it connects to the orchestrator to announce its avail-

ability and machine size, reflecting its computing power. This value can be determined by

the browser’s user agent, static hardware information, or a benchmark executed locally

before connecting.

Subsequently, the orchestrator identifies the least represented function fitting the connect-

ing client according to distribution factor and weight, and instructs it to install this func-

tion. This process is repeated, as long as the cumulative weights of all functions does

not exceed the machine size. The orchestrator stores the mapping of which functions are

distributed to which peers in order to share a subset of this mapping with new clients.
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When an Edgar application needs to invoke a function, the Edgar client first sends a

discovery request to the orchestrator containing the unique function name. The orches-

trator responds with a list of peers that have already loaded this function. This list is

limited by proximity of peers, which is determined by latency estimation performed by

the orchestrator. Additionally, using the IP addresses of clients for geotargeting can give

a rough estimation of their location (e.g. from which region or country they connect).

Edgar clients cache this information to relieve the orchestrator from requests.

Function Store

The function store is a HTTP server serving static assets. These consist of code in form of

JavaScript or WebAssembly that makes up the application using Edgar. In order to assert

trust, all code is signed and can optionally be encrypted.

Fallback

For every Edgar application, it is essential that a sufficient number of peers is avail-

able. When bootstrapping Edgar applications, all functions are additionally deployed

as a server-side fallback. As soon as enough peers are available (per region), the fallback

does not need to handle any function invocations.

Proximity-based Deployment

In order to deploy Edgar’s centralised components, well-known approaches can be used.

Since code of Edgar functions is static and integrity protected, deploying the function

store via an untrusted CDN can significantly improve scalability and response times. To

prevent the orchestrator from becoming a bottleneck, is is possible to replicate multiple

instances of it in different regions. Since Edgar clients discover the orchestrator based on

proximity, this approach is transparent to clients. Finally, deploying the fallback functions

on a traditional FaaS infrastructure achieves good scalability without generating high costs

as it only receives invocations sporadically, especially when bootstrapping a new applica-

tion.

4.3.4 Client-side Deployment
As shown in Figure 4.4, the client-side components of Edgar are separated into a trusted

and untrusted part. This is achieved by adding a second execution engine to the Edgar

browser. This engine is protected by an SGX enclave and therefore trusted. While both

engines are capable of executing JavaScript and WebAssembly code, the trusted one only

executes integrity-protected (and optionally encrypted) code. Functions are executed in

the trusted part, which can happen on behalf of a local or remote function invocation. In

the untrusted part, the router component uses information obtained from the orchestra-

tor to delegate function invocations.
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Figure 4.4: Architecture of the Edgar browser with trusted execution capabilities.

Bootstrapping Edgar

As instructed by the orchestrator, the client downloads functions from the function store

and calls into the trusted part to forward the code. In the trusted part, the function manager
verifies the corresponding MAC and decrypts the code if necessary; then it installs the

functions.

Connection Management

After requesting peers in proximity from the orchestrator, the router preemptively estab-

lishes WebRTC connections to all of them to decrease latencies for first-time calls. To

reduce call latencies, the first invocation is issued to whichever connection is established

first. After this invocation, clients continuously measure the response times to choose

low-latency peers for future calls. Since the peer’s current load and connection quality also

influences these measurements, Edgar automatically prioritises non-overloaded peers

with a good connection. During application runtime, it is not uncommon for a peer to

disappear, e.g. due to network issues or users closing their browsers. Therefore, peer con-

nections are terminated upon close requests or if WebRTC keep-alive messages are not

responded to. When many peers disconnect, the Edgar client asynchronously issues new

requests to the orchestrator.

Limiting Resource Usage

The resources consumed by Edgar functions can be limited by kernel- (e.g. cgroups) or

browser-based solutions (e.g. CPU, RAM and network limiters included in Opera GX
5
).

While this can prevent overloading of clients, it has implications for service providers

5https://www.opera.com/gx last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.opera.com/gx
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as users can now adjust their settings to only contribute minimally. In combination with

trusted resource accounting [111, 40], service providers can incentivise (e.g. ad-free services,

exclusive features, or digital goods) users to provide resources above certain limits or even

exclude them from the application.

4.3.5 Functions and Applications

An Edgar application can instruct the function manager to invoke a function by passing

its name and parameters. The function manager directly invokes it if it is installed locally;

otherwise, a remote peer or ultimately the fallback is contacted. For that, the router sends

an invocation request via WebRTC, including the encrypted parameters. After the receiving

peer’s function manager decrypts the parameters, the function is invoked locally and the

encrypted result is returned to the client. In case no peer with the appropriate function

is available, the fallback is used. For the application, function invocation is transparent,

regardless of where the function is ultimately invoked. The router manages a peer rating
for every peer by periodically measuring the response time to all connected peers. Using

the peer with the lowest response time allows Edgar to find the closest peer available and

relieve potentially overloaded peers.

Function State

Edgar functions are –in the best case– stateless, e.g. they do not rely on persistent data

shared with other functions. However, function code can access existing storage services

for sharing data. Edgar also supports direct access to services that are usually part of the

back-end (e.g. a database, blob storage or key-value store) as described in Section 4.3.6.

Additionally, Edgar supports local function state by allowing functions to persist data in

browsers by using standard web APIs.

Applications

The application parts of an Edgar application that should be offloaded must consist of

self-contained functions; hybrid applications where only parts run on top of Edgar are

possible. Since this matches the programming model of FaaS, an existing FaaS application

can also run on Edgar. However, as for FaaS, certain types of applications are more suited

for an Edgar deployment than others. For example, Edgar is especially suited for appli-

cations that do not solely depend on centrally stored data. Additionally, the size of pro-

cessed data is important, as well as whether it is processed locally on Edgar peers or cen-

trally. Furthermore, the application’s latency sensitivity and computation-intensiveness

also influence its suitability for Edgar. Table 4.1 lists several example application cate-

gories, showing their main data sources (excluding initialisation) and data sinks. Here, peer
means that data is generated or processed on Edgar peers, whereas cloud means that data

is loaded from or stored at central locations. The table distinguishes between data sizes
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from small (<10 MB) over medium (<500 MB) to large (≥500 MB). We rate the suitability

of applications for Edgar with excellent ( ), good ( ) or poor ( ). For exam-

ple, applications that process small amounts of data from peers are excellent use cases for

Edgar, such as collaboration tools, games, digital assistants or private web search. We still

assume good suitability, if applications process medium data sizes generated at peers, e.g.

for preprocessing uploads such as images or videos for social networks. The same applies

for applications where small amounts of cloud-based data is processed, such as in a rec-

ommendation system. When processing large amounts of data, we rate the application

to still have good suitability, if the data is produced and consumed on Edgar peers, as

in peer-to-peer video conferencing streaming. However, when a lot of cloud-based data

is processed and then again stored in the cloud, we see poor suitability, for example for

video transcoding.



5
8

application category example app example function data source data sink data size suitability

collaboration tool Etherpad change set merging peer peer small

web game Agar.io anti-cheat peer peer small

digital assistant Almond [21] intent classification peer cloud small

private web search Cyclosa [90] query forwarding peer cloud small

upload preprocessing Twitter image scaling peer cloud medium

recommendation system YouTube retrieve recommendations cloud peer small

video conferencing Jitsi stream processing peer peer large

p2p video streaming PrivaTube [29] stream processing peer peer large

streaming service Netflix video transcoding cloud cloud large

Table 4.1: Suitability of different web application categories for Edgar. Categories showcased in this chapter are highlighted.
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4.3.6 Security

Service providers of Edgar applications need to ensure that only SGX-enabled clients ex-

ecute functions and that these clients are running the expected Edgar enclave. To achieve

that, remote attestation is used (see Section 2.1.1). Before being able to use these, the ser-

vice provider has to register for the IAS and is provided with a unique SPID. The service

provider embeds this ID into his application (e.g. Edgar implements this with HTML

meta tags) to enable the Edgar browser to start the remote attestation process. While

loading the web page, a remote attestation request is sent to the service provider, con-

taining (i) a quote, which identifies the enclave’s code as well as initial data and can be

forwarded to the IAS; and (ii) an ephemeral public key which is generated during enclave

startup and cryptographically bound to the quote. Upon retrieval, the service provider

verifies that the enclave identity is known, i.e. that the client is running a genuine Edgar

enclave containing the expected code. Then, the quote is forwarded to the IAS; a positive

reply indicates that the enclave was started on a genuine SGX-capable platform. The re-

mote attestation process finishes with the service provider using the enclave’s public key

for encrypting a symmetric key called the script secret with the enclave’s public key. The

script secret is unique for every web application and can be updated regularly. Edgar

clients use this secret to verify MACs of (i) JavaScript code embedded in the HTML of the

web application; (ii) JavaScript or WebAssembly code retrieved from the function man-

ager; or (iii) messages exchanged between enclaves. Additionally, the script secret can be

used for decrypting any of these assets, if confidentiality protection is enabled. By using

MACs instead of signatures, non-repudiation of messages is not fulfilled. However, since

the script secret is only distributed to attested enclaves, this is no concern.

Attestation Between Peers

Furthermore, sharing the script secret between all enclaves has other benefits, since it

simplifies the attestation between peers. Edgar enclaves primarily communicate with

other enclaves, e.g. for function invocation. All communication is integrity protected

and encrypted using the script secret. The service provider is considered trusted (see

Section 2.4) and only exposes the script secret to trustworthy enclaves. Therefore, Edgar

establishes trust between peers using the script secret because (i) only trustworthy enclaves

are able to decrypt peer-to-peer messages, and (ii) an enclave receiving such a message can

be sure that the communication partner has undergone a successful remote attestation

with the service provider. Using this implicit attestation, no further actions after connecting

to a peer need to be performed to establish a secure channel.

Generic TLS Proxy

Most web applications interact with back-end systems for server-side application logic

or storage (e.g. blob storage, databases or key-value-stores). These systems are usually
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deployed behind web servers, should not interact with clients directly, and often have

no support for encrypted access. Therefore, Edgar includes the generic TLS proxy, which

is deployed in front of back-end systems and uses a special CA to enable implicit remote
attestation between the proxy and connected enclaves. The CA issues client certificates

after the remote attestation process described before. Accepting only certificates from

this CA, the proxy employs mutual authentication to ensure only genuine Edgar enclaves

have access.

Trusted Server

Storage

Edgar Browser

Generic Proxy         Trusted
         Enclave

Implicit Remote Attestation

TLS Service Provider /
Certificate Authority

Remote Attestation

cert

Figure 4.5: Edgar’s generic proxy with special certificate authority.

4.4 Implementation of Edgar
In this section, we describe details regarding Edgar’s implementation.

Edgar’s function store is implemented as an HTTP server in TypeScript, the orches-

trator is written in TypeScript as well. The signaling server uses PeerJS6
for WebRTC

7

signaling. We implement the orchestrator and signaling server in the same process; as

this eases communication between these components, e.g. for notifications when clients

disconnect. The fallback (see Section 4.3.3) is deployed on AWS Lambda8
and Cloudflare

Workers9
. Edgar’s generic proxy (see Section 4.3.6) is based on the universal TLS tun-

nel stunnel10
and is implemented as an HTTP server in Node.js. The client-side part of

Edgar is written in TypeScript as well, also uses PeerJS and connects to the orchestra-

tor via WebSockets. As the trusted and untrusted part of the Edgar application reside

in different runtime environments, they cannot invoke functions or access variables that

reside on the other side. We use TypeScript’s compile-time validation to make sure that

we do not accidentally reference elements of the other side. We achieve this by consider-

ing the trusted and untrusted part as distinct projects. The interface in form of exposed

trusted functions and outside calls can be modelled using TypeScript’s ambient declara-
tions, which define the prototype of a function which is used for type checking purposes.

However, we need to maintain two locations where these functions are defined: the im-

plementation of the function and the ambient declarations. Divergence of these result in

6https://peerjs.com/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

7https://webrtc.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

8https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

9https://workers.cloudflare.com/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

10https://www.stunnel.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://peerjs.com/
https://webrtc.org/
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://workers.cloudflare.com/
https://www.stunnel.org/
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error during type checking. Using our enhanced version of TypeScript TrustScript, the

compiler can perform correct type checks and notify the developer on invalid accesses to

elements. TrustScript also adds further compiler errors specific to TrustJS, e.g. when

passing unserialisable values. We can share common code between these components be-

cause all of them are implemented in TypeScript. For instance, this includes code that

happens on multiple components, such as generating a unique identifier. Additionally,

we share a set of interface declarations that define the structure of messages exchanged

between the client-side and the orchestrator to get additional type safety. Although we

envision support for trusted execution being directly available as a browser API, we re-

sort to implementing our prototype as a browser extension based on the WebExtensions
API

11
. The extension communicates via native messaging

12
with the backend, which is the

V8
13

runtime on top of SGX-LKL [92] enabling trusted execution of JavaScript and Web-

Assembly. The only SGX-specific component of Edgar is this backend. Replacing it with

an implementation based on a different TEE platform such as ARM TrustZone
14

, AMD-

SEV
15

or Keystone
16

is possible. However, since these technologies offer different security

guarantees, some assumptions have to be reconsidered when porting Edgar.

Code Examples

With the Edgarmiddleware, new possibilities are introduced to web developers as clients

can execute JavaScript an WebAssembly in a trusted way. Hence, a new programming

paradigm is necessary. Developers should view client-side JavaScript as a central and

trusted part of their infrastructure providing reliable computing resources. To allow this,

developers need to perform additional steps: meta information has to be provided, trusted

scripts have to be annotated, integrity-protected and optionally be encrypted. This section

gives an overview about these steps and shows how Edgar implements them.

For the remote attestation of the trusted engine work, developers have to provide addi-

tional information: first, clients need to know the SPID and a quote target URL for remote

attestation (see Section 2.1.1). These have to be embedded by developers as shown in List-

ing 1. When a page is loaded, the Edgar browser extension extracts this information.

Second, developers have to annotate JavaScript code for trusted execution. Edgar im-

plements this by evaluating additional attributes of script tags: trustjs-auth for

integrity-protected and trustjs-encrypt for confidential code. The following listings

illustrate this by an example for two confidential functions. Listing 2 shows two HTML

script tags before encryption: While the first one will be executed inside the enclave, the

second one will be executed by the browsers default engine and call the trusted func-

11https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions last accessed:

2021-10-28

12https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/Native_mes
saging last accessed: 2021-10-28

13https://v8.dev/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

14https://www.arm.com/products/silicon-ip-security last accessed: 2021-10-28

15https://developer.amd.com/sev/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

16https://github.com/keystone-enclave last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/Native_messaging
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/Native_messaging
https://v8.dev/
https://www.arm.com/products/silicon-ip-security
https://developer.amd.com/sev/
https://github.com/keystone-enclave
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1 <head>

2 <meta name="trustjs:spid" content="BF..40"/>

3 <meta name="trustjs:url" content="https://host/quote"/>

4 </head>

Listing 1: Meta information embedded by service providers for remote attestation.

1 <script trustjs-encrypt="yes">

2 /* @exposed confidentialFunction 1 */

3 function hiddenFunction(y) { //...

4 }

5 function confidentialFunction(x) { //...

6 hiddenFunction(x);

7 }

8 </script>

9 <script>var a = confidentialFunction(42);</script>

Listing 2: Trusted JavaScript code before encryption.

tion. The @exposed annotation is essential and used by the enclave for making only

developer-defined exposed functions callable: Here, hiddenFunction is not accessible

from untrusted JavaScript. The number in the annotation denotes the number of argu-

ments the function takes.

After encryption, the content looks like shown in Listing 3: The content of the anno-

tated tag is encrypted and embedded as a base64-encoded string, while the calling, un-

trusted function is untouched. In fact, it will call a proxy function generated by Edgar

which matches name and arguments of the original function. Note, that a proxy is only

generated for exposed functions and the enclave prevents calling other functions than

these. Additionally, we implemented an HTML generator, which can be used by service

providers to generate partly encrypted HTML documents based on these annotations.

In the following, we showcase the convenience of Edgar function implementation

in JavaScript and WebAssembly for developers. For the sake of simplicity, we use two

functions: add(a,b) and sub(a,b) which add or subtract their inputs a and b. In

this example, add is a function written in pure JavaScript, while sub is as WebAssembly

function originally written in C. Listing 4 shows the C code of sub which is compiled

1 <script trustjs-encrypt="yes"

2 trustjs-blob="X6YXkazAVA7oBZYC..9CkX0Tq9I="></script>

3 <script>var a = confidentialFunction(42);</script>

Listing 3: Trusted JavaScript code after encryption with encrypted, base64-encoded script.
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1 #include <emscripten/emscripten.h>

2

3 //exported function

4 int EMSCRIPTEN_KEEPALIVE sub(int a, int b) {

5 return a - b;

6 }

Listing 4: C Code for WebAssembly sub function.

1 function add(a, b) {

2 return a + b;

3 }

4

5 async function __init() {

6 //nothing to do in this case

7 }

8

9 return {

10 init: __init,

11 func: add

12 };

Listing 5: Pure JavaScript code for add function.

1 let wasm = null;

2

3 function sub(a, b) {

4 return wasm.exports['_sub'](a, b);

5 }

6

7 async function __init() {

8 //fetch, decrypt and instantiate WASM module

9 }

10

11 return {

12 init: __init,

13 func: sub

14 };

Listing 6: JavaScript wrapper code for WebAssembly sub function.
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into a WebAssembly module using Emscripten
17

. The EMSCRIPTEN_KEEPALIVE macro

makes the function an exported function of the WebAssembly module (i.e. it is callable from

JavaScript) and additionally prevents inlining or removal by the compiler. Listing 5 shows

the JavaScript code needed for add, Listing 6 shows the JavaScript wrapper code for sub.

In this case, the add function does not need any initialisation, but more complex func-

tions would initialise libraries here (e.g. TensorFlow, see Section 4.5.2). In contrast, the

JavaScript wrapper for sub needs to fetch the corresponding WebAssembly module from

the function store, decrypt and instantiate it via the corresponding JavaScript API
18

. After

that, the wrapper can call the exported function _sub (which is preceded by an under-

score according to Emscripten convention). The Edgar middleware expects each func-

tion definition to return an object containing a mapping to the callable function (func)

and the initialisation function (init). Using this object, the local function manager can

initialise the function when loading it and subsequently invoke the corresponding func-

tion. For invoking the function, the client-side code simply calls the add or sub function

locally; they resolve to stubs generated by Edgar that create and handle the invocation

request. Deploying these Edgar functions as fallback on state-of-the-art FaaS offerings

such as AWS Lambda or Cloudflare Workers is easily possible since both also use Node.js

as JavaScript/WebAssembly runtime.

4.5 Evaluation of Edgar
In this section, we evaluate different aspects of Edgar and its underlying technologies.

We start with evaluating Edgar’s latency impact (Section 4.5.1). Then, we describe use

case applications (Section 4.5.2). We continue with evaluating end-user latency and service

costs (Section 4.5.3) as well as the scalability of Edgar (Section 4.5.4). Our last evaluation

(Section 4.5.5) covers the impact of unresponsive peers on Edgar. Finally, we conclude this

evaluation section by discussing attacks in Section 4.5.6.

4.5.1 Latency Impact of Edgar

The end-to-end latency between to Edgar peers experiences delays from different sources

such as (i) overhead of enclave transitions; (ii) overhead due to copying data to/from enclave

memory; (iii) additional overhead induced by SGX-LKL; and (iv) overhead added by the

Edgar browser extension. To evaluate the overall latency impact on Edgar, we perform

a round trip measurement using two machines equipped with an SGX-capable Intel Core

i7-6500U CPU connected via a 1 GBit switch. On both machines, we run the Chromium

browser with our extension installed and exchange messages via WebRTC synchronously,

i.e. the next message is sent when the reply for the first one is received. We send 100

17https://emscripten.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

18https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects
/WebAssembly/instantiate last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://emscripten.org/
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/WebAssembly/instantiate
https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/WebAssembly/instantiate
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messages for payload sizes from 16 bytes to 1 MB. To compare WebRTC via Edgar with

plain WebRTC, requests and replies are either routed through the Edgar browser exten-

sion and the attached SGX enclave or not. Furthermore, we add artificial network delays

of 10 ms and 50 ms using tc netem to simulate different distances between peers. Fig-
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Figure 4.6: Average latency impact of Edgar for different network delays.

ure 4.6 shows the average latencies for one message exchange. We ignore the reproducible

outlier for WebRTC via Edgarwith a 10 ms delay for a 256 KB payload, as we suspect a bug

in either Chromium or Edgar’s browser extension. For smaller payloads up to 4 KB, the

latencies are constant, with plain WebRTC adding 1−2 ms and Edgar additionally adding

3− 4 ms. For larger payloads up to 1 MB, the latencies increase; Edgar adds up to 250 ms

due to larger buffers that are copied from the website via the browser extension into the

SGX enclave and back. For no artificial delay (i.e. for sub millisecond latencies), the rel-

ative latency overhead of Edgar is high: 220% for small and 68% for large payloads. For

medium artificial delays (10 ms), Edgar’s average latency overhead for all payload sizes

is 22%. Finally, for larger artificial delays (50 ms), the average latency overhead is 6% for

small payloads and up to 20% for larger payloads. In summary, Edgar adds a small delay

in most cases. While we observe a large relative overhead for local networks, it does only

have a small effect when latencies are more realistic. Note that the browser extension itself

induces the highest overhead of 1.1 ms in our non-optimised prototype. If trusted exe-

cution would be natively supported by browsers, the only overhead would be the latency

overhead of enclave transitions in the order of microseconds [124, 122].
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4.5.2 Use Cases

To evaluate Edgar, we implement two realistic web-based use cases with different suit-

abilities from our discussion in Section 4.3.5. First, a digital assistant based on machine

learning which performs intent classification of text inputs and, second, a movie recom-

mendation system. We intentionally choose these two quite different use cases. While

the digital assistant processes data produced at the peers, the recommendation system

depends on a centralised database. However, both process relatively small amounts of

data.

Digital Assistant

Our digital assistant is a chat bot designed to be embedded into websites to interact with

its users. It applies Natural Language Understanding (NLU) on text messages with a pre-

trained model of approximately 5 MB to identify intents. We regard this application a

good example for Edgar, because (i) a pre-trained model include secret data that moti-

vates the application of trusted execution; and (ii) offloading to nearby browsers is bene-

ficial, if the model is already loaded by peer. Seven intents are supported: greet, bye,

affirmative, negative, wtf, playMusic, and finally addEventToCalendar. The

first four intents are used for controlling the conversational flow, while insults or out-of-

context messages are classified as wtf. The two last intents trigger actual actions; either

streaming songs or creating calendar entries. We assume the model itself and its inputs

are confidential, classification can therefore not be offloaded to clients without Edgar.

Our bot is implemented in TypeScript, based on the Aida chat bot
19

. It uses TensorFlow.js,

which also supports training and classification in WebAssembly. The intent classification

function consists of 83 lines of code and can be deployed on Edgar peers as well as on

the AWS Lambda FaaS platform. When invoked, the function fetches model data from S3,

loads it into TensorFlow, then performs intent classification and finally returns the de-

tected intent together with a confidence value between 0 and 1. The model is only fetched

once and cached for future invocations.

Movie Recommendation System

The movie recommendation system allows its users to browse or rate movies. Addition-

ally, they can list recommended movies, while recommendations are based on their and

other users’ ratings. In this case, we regard the code of the recommendation system itself

as a business secret of the service provider which needs to be protected. We implement it

using TypeScript and Vue.js. It contains nine individually distributable functions, which

allow users to log in to the application, browse movie titles by genre, view and modify

movie ratings, and retrieve recommendations or information about specific titles. All

19https://github.com/rodrigopivi/aida/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/rodrigopivi/aida/
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function deployment response time (ms) billed durations (ms) cost for 10M invocations

A: Edgar same network 196 - 285 none $0

B: Edgar same city 246 - 329 none $0

C: Edgar same region 249 - 330 none $0

D: Lambda 3008 MB 370 300 - 400 $150 - $200

E: Lambda 2048 MB 378 300 - 400 $100 - $133

F: Lambda 1024 MB 694 600 - 700 $150 - $175

Table 4.2: Response times, most billed durations in AWS Lambda and invocation costs for digital

assistant use case.

functions obtain information from a central MySQL database, which is securely accessi-

ble through Edgar’s TLS Proxy (see Section 4.3.6).

4.5.3 Response Times and Invocation Costs

Here, we want to show that deploying functions with Edgar can actually reduce the re-

sponse times experienced by end-users as well as the costs for service providers. Since

Edgar enables offloading code that is usually server-side, we compare deployments of

the classification function of our digital assistant use case on Edgar and AWS Lambda.

To facilitate different machine types acting as Edgar peers, we install the classification

function both on a laptop with an i7-6500U CPU and a desktop machine with an i7-6700

CPU.

We deploy one invoking and one executing Edgar peer in the following configurations:

(i) two Edgar peers in the same university network (config A); (ii) two Edgar peers in the

same city, the invoking peer in a university network, the executing peer in a home net-

work (config B); (iii) two Edgar peers in the same region, the invoking peer in a university

network, the executing peer in a home network in a different city in the same region (con-

fig C). The home networks are connected to the internet via DSL. In all configurations,

the orchestrator is located in the university network, but not part of the latency measure-

ments. We use Node.js processes instead of browsers to perform the measurements. This

only minimally influences the results, as the same execution engine (V8) is used and the

latency added by the Edgar browser extension and SGX enclaves is negligible (see Sec-

tion 4.5.1).

We deploy the classification function in the AWS region closest to our university, which

is eu-central-1 (Frankfurt). In Lambda, developers define the allocated memory per func-

tion deployment from 128 MB to 3008 MB in 64 MB steps, which also linearly increases

vCPU credits available to the function. We deploy the function in the following config-

urations: 3008 MB allocated memory, which is the maximum (config D); 2048 MB allo-

cated memory (config E); and 1024 MB allocated memory (config F). Since our function
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consumes approximately 500 MB of memory, execution times become unacceptable for

lower memory amounts: 1 second at 512 MB, up to 10 seconds at 128 MB at higher costs.

In all configurations, we use a machine in our university network for invoking the func-

tion and reporting the response time. We invoke the digital assistant’s classification func-

tion 100 times with randomly chosen sentences from a test data set
20

consisting of 1500

sentences with lengths between 3 and 141 characters. We report the average response time

experienced by end-users in Table 4.2. For the Edgar deployments, we measure response

times between 196 and 249 ms for desktop peers and between 285 and 330 ms for laptop

peers depending on placement of peers. For AWS Lambda, we observe response times

between 370 ms and 694 ms depending on the configured memory for the FaaS environ-

ment. This results in response times for Edgar ranging from 11% (C laptop/D), over 13%
(B laptop/E) and 35% (Bdesktop/E) up to 410% (Adesktop/F) shorter than for a deployment

on AWS Lambda.

Furthermore, we estimate costs for invocations in the AWS Lambda deployments. Func-

tion invocations are billed $2 per 10M request plus a fixed amount per 100 ms duration,

rounded up to the nearest 100 ms. This fixed amount varies, depending on the AWS re-

gion and the allocated memory
21

. Table 4.2 shows the most billed durations by Lambda

per configuration and the resulting estimated costs for 10M invocations for different de-

ployments. While function invocation on Edgar peers does not generate direct costs for

service providers, an AWS Lambda deployment generates cost between $100 and $200

per 10M requests. To set this into context, we envision a web application of 10 (possi-

bly chained) functions with one million daily active users, each invoking the functions

10 times per day. On AWS Lambda, this application would generate yearly costs of up to

$730,000. In comparison, placing the Edgar orchestrator on a reasonably large VM
22

in

all 20 AWS regions would only generate costs of $24,000 per year. As functions only al-

locate relatively small amounts of storage, costs for a function store deployed on AWS S3

would be negligible
23

.

In summary, these observations show that users of Edgar can experience significantly

lower response times compared to a traditional FaaS deployment, while also generating

lower costs for service providers.

4.5.4 Scalability

An additional advantage of Edgar is that scalability of web applications can be achieved

by leveraging client-side resources that implicitly scale with increasing numbers of users.

To evaluate this, we take two different functions from our movie recommendation system

(see Section 4.5.2). The first function is called getAllGenres and issues queries to the

20https://aida.dor.ai/models/dataset_testing.json last accessed: 2021-10-28

21https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/pricing/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

22
t3a.xlarge (4 vCPUs, 16GB RAM, 5Gbit/s) ~$100/month

23
approx. $0.025 per GB per month, $0.0055 for 1000 write requests, $0.0004 for 1000 read requests, see

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/

https://aida.dor.ai/models/dataset_testing.json
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/pricing/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/
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database and returns a list of all genres in the database. It is used as an example for an I/O

intensive function not performing significant computation. The second function is called

getRecommendations and executes a nearest neighbour algorithm for the user’s rat-

ings and 100 other users’ ratings to find recommendable movies. Although it also fetches

user ratings from the database, most of its computation is used for the algorithm; it is,

therefore, an example for a computation intensive function.

We provision different AWS instance types (t3.micro for peers and t3.medium for servers)

and deploy one server instance for Edgar’s signaling server, orchestrator, function store,

database and web server in the us-east-2 region. Additionally, multiple Edgar peers are

provisioned across 10 AWS regions
24

; again we use Node.js processes instead of browsers,

because AWS does not support SGX yet. We install the two Edgar functions on all peers

and provision a special peer called measurer with no functions installed in the us-west-1
region. Note that no clients share a region with the database server for simulating realistic

latencies. However, we intentionally let one regular peer and the measurer share the same

region to represent nearby peers. In this measurement, we compare three configurations:

(i) 1 peer close to the measurer; (ii) 20 peers, i.e., 2 peers per region; and (iii) the baseline,

where functions are invoked traditionally on server-side via HTTP. We let the measurer

issue invocation requests to Edgar peers at fixed rates and measure the response time,

excluding connection establishments.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput and response times for invocations of I/O intensive function.

First, we let the measurer invoke the I/O intensive function getAllGenres at fixed

throughputs from 1 to 1400 requests per second; in steps of 100. We stop measuring if the

response time exceeds 1000 ms because this is a clear sign of the system being saturated.

Figure 4.7 shows the average call response times in correlation to the throughput for this

function. We see that invoking functions through Edgar induces an up to 32% higher

response time due to an additional network hop between the measurer and the database

server. The configuration with one peer achieves stable response times for up to 538 re-

24
specifically, we use us-east-1, us-west-1, us-west-2, ca-central-1 , sa-east-1, eu-central-1, eu-west-1, eu-west-

2, eu-west-3 and eu-north-1
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quests per second, which is a 39% lower throughput than the baseline. Here, the single

peer cannot handle as many requests as the more powerful server machine and becomes a

bottleneck. When looking at the configuration with 20 peers, we see a higher throughput

of up to 1, 264 requests per second, 1.67× higher than the baseline. This setup scales until

the capacity of the centralised database server is saturated.
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Figure 4.8: Throughput and response times for invocations of CPU intensive function.

Second, the measurer invokes thegetRecommendations function, which is compute-

intensive. We use the same requests rates as before, but add measurements between 1

and 25 requests per second. Figure 4.8 shows the average response time depending on

the throughput. Compared to the previous measurement, we report (i) an overall lower

throughput because the benchmark is CPU bound, and (ii) an overall higher response

time, because the functions take longer to complete. Again, we see a higher response time

due to one additional network hop. The configuration with 1 Edgar peer performs simi-

larly to the baseline, as both achieve up to 24 requests per second. For more peers, Edgar

achieves up to 468 requests per second, which is 19.5× the baseline and the single peer

configuration; showing that Edgar scales linearly with increased numbers of peers.

To summarise, these two measurements show that the performance of Edgar scales

with increasing numbers of peers because more resources become available for offload-

ing. We also see that computation intensive functions are better candidates for offload-

ing. Finally, in contrast to the evaluation of the digital assistant use case (see Section 4.5.3),

Edgar peers observe higher response times, because this recommendation system use

case contains a centralised database, resulting in an additional network hop.

4.5.5 Unresponsive Peers and Reconnections
In a real-world Edgar application, peers are expected to become unresponsive due to mul-

tiple reasons: (i) users leaving the websites (e.g. closing their browser or specific browser

tabs); (ii) external reasons such as network issues; or (iii) malicious peers that do not re-

spond to invocation requests. For the first class of events, we introduce a probability model

to estimate the probability of peers being unresponsive Punresp., which is described in the
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Figure 4.9: Response times for different shares of unresponsive peers and various timeouts.

dwell

time d
RTT

r
Punresp. for workload durations (w)

1 ms 10 ms 100 ms 1 s 10 s

10 ms 0.01% 0.03% 0.18% 1.68% 16.68%

1 min 100 ms 0.09% 0.10% 0.25% 1.75% 16.75%

400 ms 0.34% 0.35% 0.50% 2.00% 17.00%

10 ms 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.08% 0.83%

20 min 100 ms 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.09% 0.84%

400 ms 0.02% 0.02% 0.03% 0.10% 0.85%

10 ms 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.42%

40 min 100 ms 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.04% 0.42%

400 ms 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.05% 0.43%

Table 4.3: Probabilities of unresponsive peers due to different dwell times, round-trip times and

workload durations.

following. We exclude the second and third class from our model, as we expect such events

to be rare. Furthermore, network issues would only affect individual or a small group of

peers. Maliciously unresponsive peers would be considered as overloaded by other peers.

In both cases, peers would run in the timeout configured by the function developer and

retry with a different peer. We consider two peers A and B, where peer A sends invocation

requests to peer B. We introduce the following variables: d, the dwell time of peer B (i.e.,

the time the user spends on the website), the WebRTC round-trip time r between A and B,

and w, the duration the workload needs to finish processing. Peer B will be unresponsive,

if the invocation request is sent in the last l = w+
r
2 seconds of the dwell time d. Assuming

a uniform distribution of function invocations, we can estimate the probability Punresp. of
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an invocation request remaining unanswered with

Punresp. =
w +

r
2

d

To calculate the probabilities, we assume the following realistic ranges for the intro-

duced variables: Users spend between 70 seconds and 40 minutes on a website, depend-

ing on its type [73, 99]. Therefore, we assume 1, 20 and 40 minutes for the dwell time

d. For WebRTC round trip times, we use the values of 10 ms, 100 ms and 400 ms re-

ported in [110] for local, university and mobile networks. Since workload runtimes are

application-specific, we assume values from 10 ms to 10 s for w. Table 4.3 shows the calcu-

lated probabilities for these ranges. We see, that for the most combinations, probabilities

are well below 0.1% and only exceed 10% when the workload processing time ranges near

the peer’s dwell time. Edgar’s frequent WebRTC keep-alive messages further decrease

these probabilities, as broken connections are detected earlier. For Edgar, this means

that websites with expected shorter dwell times are more suited for shorter workload ex-

ecutions, while websites with expected longer dwell times (such as social networks) are

more capable of handling longer workload execution times.

We use the reported probabilities for the following experiment: We deploy a WebAssem-

bly function performing an integer addition as a Cloudflare Worker (see Section 4.4) and on

Edgar. Choosing configured timeouts from 100 to 1,000 ms, we examine probabilities of

0.1%, 1% and 5%. These are induced by randomly dropping invocation requests with the

given probability. A fully responsive peer (Edgar baseline) and the Cloudflare deployment

(FaaS fallback) are both unaffected by the configured timeout and act as baselines.

We invoke every function 1000 times and report the average response time for a success-

ful reply. The results in Figure 4.9 show, that the Edgar baseline performs best with an

average response time of 4.5 ms, closely followed by 0.1% unresponsive peers with 4.9 ms

average response time. All invocations to partly unresponsive peers stay below the average

response time of the FaaS fallback of 62.7 ms. Our measured values only come close to this

baseline if 5% of the peers are unresponsive and a relatively large timeout is configured.

Combining these insights with the ones from our probability model, we conclude that an

Edgar deployment will be largely unaffected by benign unresponsive peers.

4.5.6 Security Analysis

In the following, we discuss possible attacks against Edgar according to our assumed

threat model (see Section 2.4).

DoS and Sybil Attacks

Local attackers can stop or deny starting enclaves at any time. In typical SGX threat models

DoS attacks are excluded, as there are no countermeasures. In Edgar, such an attack only

affects the attacker’s machine and thus does not compromise the whole system. Whenever
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a client sends a request to a peer and does not receive an answer before a timeout occurs, it

will retry with a different peer and ultimately use the fallback. To prevent Sybil attacks [34]

and link bad behaviour to users in this context, the application provider could use Edgar

only for authenticated users.

Unexpected Function Installation

Attackers can install any function provided by the service provider. This happens unbe-

knownst to the orchestrator, other clients will never invoke these.

Peer Privacy Attacks

In Edgar, IP addresses are exposed to other peers and the orchestrator. Both can use

the information to log peer availability or draw conclusions regarding their location. An

IETF draft
25

proposes to conceal IP addresses with dynamically generated Multicast DNS

names, thus protecting privacy; which is already implemented in Safari.

Overloading Peers

An attacker can flood a peer with invocation requests aiming to overload that peer’s pro-

cessing power. If an Edgar client observes an abnormally high number of requests from

a single peer, the client terminates the connection to that peer and locally blocklists it.

Modified or Forged Messages

Due to the untrusted side of the system being responsible for accessing the network, an

attacker is able to drop, modify or forge any network packets. All modified messages will

be detected due to a wrong MAC and dropped. Message forging is not possible, as they

are encrypted using the script secret (see section 4.3.6).

Replayed, Dropped or Out-of-Order Messages

In Edgar, all responses are verified to contain the same nonce used in the request to pre-

vent replay attacks. Incorporating a monotonic counter in requests, enables the detection

of messages being dropped or sent out-of-order.

4.6 Related Work
In this section, we discuss research work related to Edgar.

25https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-mmusic-mdns-ice-candidate
s-00 last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-mmusic-mdns-ice-candidates-00
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-mmusic-mdns-ice-candidates-00
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Offloading to End-users

Offloading computation to personal machines of end-users has also been explored in the

context of volunteer computing [61, 5, 4]. However, research has also shown that contributors

lose interest quickly [85]. Since Edgar focuses on interactive workloads that relate to the

used web application, this is less of an issue for Edgar.

Offloading to Browsers

Akamai NetSession [132] is a commercially available CDN that is capable of offloading traf-

fic to participating peers without support for offloading computation.

Maygh [130] is a CDN consisting of browsers, offloading the delivery of static content

to many clients. Similarly to Edgar, the system is based on WebRTC and includes one or

more coordinators that manage the available peers. The main difference to Edgar is that

Maygh can only deliver static content, but does not support the sharing of computation

results, due to untrusted clients. In fact, Maygh could be used in conjunction with Edgar

to deliver static content.

CloudPath [79] enables offloading of server-side functionality to different locations on

the path to the clients to reduce latency. While close proximity to users reduces latencies,

higher computation power might be available at central data centres. The approach of

CloudPath is orthogonal to ours, i.e., Edgar clients could be integrated into CloudPath to

add an additional execution location closest to other clients.

Similarly to Edgar, Legion [71] and Pando [67] also apply WebRTC to distribute compu-

tation across web browsers, but do not consider untrusted clients.

Fidelius [36] protects user inputs into web applications from a malicious operating sys-

tem. It uses single-board computers with large TCBs to create a trusted path from input

to output devices. Similarly to TrustJS, code is split into trusted and untrusted parts,

each being executed in an SGX-protected JavaScript runtime. However, this runtime can

only interpret JavaScript code at low performance and has no support for WebAssembly.

Furthermore, Fidelius does not target distributed applications.

The goal of our work Cyclosa [90] is to protect personal data of web search users. It

uses a peer-to-peer network in combination with SGX to obfuscate the user’s query before

sending it to the web search service. However, Cyclosa only supports one single appli-

cation, which is web search. Our contribution to Cyclosa was the integration of an SGX

enclave into a web browser, which was achieved similarly to TrustJS and Edgar. In fact,

Edgar can be viewed as a sequel of Cyclosa allowing arbitrary applications: while Cyclosa

cannot be used to implement other types of web applications, it could be implemented

using Edgar (see Section 4.3.5). PrivaTube [29] is a browser-based CDN focused on video

streams and uses SGX to establish trust in browsers. However, it considers neither direct

communication between browsers nor offloading computation.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter presented Edgar, a middleware that allows service providers to distribute a

web application over its current users’ machines. Following this approach, computation

can be offloaded to untrusted clients that have a relation to the workload they execute.

With Edgar, service providers can save costs while users of such applications can con-

tribute to its provisioning, e.g. in exchange for ad-free services. Edgar establishes trust

into browsers by applying trusted execution to offload function execution securely. To

improve response times, functions are directly invoked on nearby browsers via peer-to-

peer communication. We evaluated Edgar with two use cases: a digital assistant and a

movie recommendation system. Our evaluation showed that Edgar copes well with un-

responsive peers, generates lower costs and scales linearly with increasing numbers of

participants.





5 Offloading Computation
to Unrelated Clients

Preamble
The contributions presented in this chapter were previously published as:

David Goltzsche et al. “AccTEE: A WebAssembly-based Two-way Sandbox for

Trusted Resource Accounting”. In: 20th International Middleware Conference
(Middleware). 2019

This chapter discusses offloading computation to clients that are unrelated to the work-

load they execute. Due to this disassociation, in contrast to the two previous chapters, in-

centivising the owners of these clients is fundamental. Therefore, the presented solution

includes a mutually trusted accounting mechanism for resources consumed by offloaded

workloads. While these workloads can consist of any type of computation, we evaluate

four scenarios: volunteer computing, reimbursed computing, serverless computing and

computation in web applications.

5.1 Introduction
Offloading computation to remote infrastructure has many use cases with cloud com-

puting, client-side web applications and volunteer computing systems being the most

prominent examples. Utilising resources that are not available locally and bringing the

computation closer to customers are the main drivers for this everlasting trend. Since In-

frastructure Providers (IFPs) distrust Workload Providers (WLPs), they guard their host en-

vironments from unauthorised access while also implementing measures to control and

log resource usage by utilising sandbox mechanisms. So far, WLPs have to trust IFPs to

not take advantage of the provided code and data, to not tamper with the performed com-

putation, and to actually provide and accurately account the resources that were utilised.

In the context of cloud computing, trust is established through the reputation of well-

known providers; however the absence of trust was often seen as a major obstacle, pre-

venting more wide-spread use of cloud computing. For web-based applications the issue

of missing trust is usually overcome by simply avoiding offloading sensitive code and data

to the client or by re-validating important user inputs at server side. To summarise, the

entities involved in remote computation (WLP and IFP) generally mistrust each other,
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which inhibits broader application.

With the advent of novel trusted execution technologies (see Section 2.1), this situa-

tion changing. With implementations such as TrustZone or SGX, it has become possible

to guard computation on a remote machine from unauthorised access and tampering.

This has been explored for cloud computing by systems such as Haven [11], SCONE [6]

and Ryoan [50]; also in the context of web applications with our own work TrustJS [43].

However, none of these efforts offer mechanisms for resource accounting trusted by both

customers as well as infrastructure providers. Also, CPU time or runtime is usually used

as a metric for resource usage; an approach which is not compatible with technologies

such as SGX (see Section 2.1.1). Research has also shown performance in cloud architec-

tures to have a high time-dependent variability, i.e. resources costing customers the same

have different performance [52]. Additionally, cloud providers implement different pric-

ing models, which makes offerings hard to compare for customers. Therefore, from the

WLPs’ perspective, we see the need for a more comparable and accurate accounting of

resources. Providing such a functionality would improve the trustworthiness of cloud

computing but more importantly strengthen existing and enable new remote computa-

tion use cases, where fine-grained computation is outsourced to a dynamic set of IFPs.

In cloud computing we see a trend towards so-called "serverless computing", with the

paradigm Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) [74] being the main driver. In FaaS, customers pro-

vide functions that can be executed highly scalable. Customers are usually billed by the

runtime of the deployed functions, while the price per time increases, if customers choose

a higher upper limit of usable memory for the function. The runtime of a function can

vary due to the underlying software and hardware stack and other effects [52]. In the ex-

treme, a FaaS provider that has a cheaper price per runtime unit could be actually more

expensive because of a slower infrastructure. All these aspects are more or less invisible

to the user and hardly comprehensible. The demand for a trustworthy execution and ac-

counting will even rise once serverless computing is used in the context of fog and edge

cloud computing where highly distributed and possibly diverse IFPs are utilised.

Trusted execution and accounting might be even more important in the context of vol-

unteer computing systems such as BOINC [4] and Folding@home [12]. These projects

assemble large amounts of donated computational power to solve problems like genome

analysis. However, they face the issue of untrustworthy IFPs: Participants may resubmit

existing or outright bogus results either to sabotage the project or to improve their leader

board ranking. Here, trusted execution combined with trusted accounting could substan-

tially improve the situation as workloads do not have to be executed multiple times to

verify results which is currently best practice [4].

As mentioned before, we explored the use of trusted execution in web-applications with

TrustJS [43]. If additionally equipped with trusted accounting, web-application providers

and users could implement a new form of micro-payments where donated computing re-

sources can be traded for ad-free web pages or access to digital assets such as news articles

or other digital goods. However, if resource accounting is not protected, users will cheat
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to gain advantages without investing resources.

In this chapter, we present AccTEE, a two-way sandbox that offers accounting of re-

source usage trusted by workload and infrastructure providers in remote computation

scenarios. To protect the execution and data from unauthorised access by the resource

provider, AccTEE utilises trusted execution as offered by SGX. To prevent unauthorised

access to the IFPs machine, AccTEE takes WebAssembly (see Section 2.2) as a sandboxing

mechanism. Thereby, the WebAssembly execution environment is operated under the

protection of trusted execution. This way, IFPs and WLPs can validate the integrity of the

sandbox that cannot be altered by either side without being detected. AccTEE tracks re-

source usage inside this execution environment by counting WebAssembly instructions,

memory allocation and I/O operations. Taking this two-way sandbox as a basis, AccTEE’s

core contribution is a fine-grained, platform independent and trusted accounting infras-

tructure supported by an automated instrumentation of WebAssembly. To our knowledge,

AccTEE is the first system that realises a two-way sandbox based on the two novel tech-

nologies SGX and WebAssembly. We illustrate both the need and practicality of trusted

resource accounting across client and server workloads. Finally, we evaluate the perfor-

mance impact of trusted resource accounting using representative micro-benchmarks and

real-world applications from three scenarios: volunteer computing, serverless computing,

and pay-by-computation for the web.

5.2 Use Case Scenarios
We describe four use case scenarios that would benefit from trusted resource accounting

as offered by AccTEE. They consist of client and server workloads, illustrating AccTEE’s

applicability in a range of computing environments.

Volunteer Computing

Mainstream volunteer computing systems like BOINC [4] and Folding@home [12] attract

millions of participants to donate teraFLOPS of computing power to a wide range of re-

search projects. However, today’s volunteer computing systems suffer from the following

shortcomings: First, accounting is done by logging donated CPU time, e.g. the result is

not necessarily trustworthy and does not include other resources such as memory or I/O.

Additionally, as participants are expected to own vastly different CPU generations, it is im-

possible to fairly compare the CPU times donated. Second, these systems waste resources

by executing each task multiple times (called "redundant computing" in [4]) to ensure re-

sult integrity in case a particular client misbehaves; either unintentionally due to a bug or

intentionally to cheat. Finally, volunteers have access to the code and data which restricts

the eligible workloads to domains where this is acceptable.

AccTEE addresses the points raised above. It provides a platform independent and

therefore comparable resource accounting and protects the integrity of results by execut-
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ing the workload inside a TEE, thereby saving resources otherwise wasted on multiple

workload executions. At the same time AccTEE also tracks resource usage through its ac-

countable sandbox to prevent cheaters from advancing on the score board without actually

expending the resources. AccTEE’s TEE also keeps the data (and optionally code) confi-

dential to enable a wider range of use cases. Therefore, AccTEE can serve as a platform

for trusted volunteer computing.

Reimbursed Computing

Reimbursed computing, e.g. as offered by Golem
1

or iExec
2
, can be seen as the commer-

cialisation of volunteer computing. Instead of donating computational resources for a

worthwhile cause, participants offer spare resources of their private machines and are re-

imbursed for it in, for example, cryptocurrency tokens. This approach solves an additional

drawback of today’s volunteer computing systems: low incentive. Typically, credit systems

with leader boards are implemented, which help to keep participants engaged through

gamification. However, many participants abandon the volunteer computing platform

quickly, which results in surprisingly low numbers of active users (1.61% for BOINC
3
). A

way to reimburse participants for the work would of course shift the paradigm of volun-

teer computing systems, but open up new application fields. This would enable anyone

with spare resources to sell them whenever their hardware is underutilised. While any-

one can participate and become an IFP, this model suffers from a lack of trust, as IFPs are

unknown to WLPs. Also, a model like this would certainly attract malicious IFPs who will

try to cheat and wrongfully collect reimbursements.

With AccTEE and its trusted execution environment, the WLP has the ability to pro-

tect their workload independent of the underlying infrastructure and IFP. The mutually

trusted accounting withinAccTEE correctly determines a workload’s resource usage. This

prevents attempts of IFPs to receive reimbursements for unassigned resources and at-

tempts of WLPs to underpay their counterparts.

Serverless Computing

A recent trend in cloud computing is serverless computing, with FaaS being the main driver.

Instead of managing servers, developers write and submit code the size of a single func-

tion. The cloud provider sets up the function’s execution context, scales the number of

parallel function instances and connects the function’s in- and outputs. Out of neces-

sity, the WLP trusts the IFP with its code and data in traditional FaaS implementations.

In addition, the IFP is also trusted to honestly account the resources consumed by the

WLP. When a TEE protects the WLP’s code and data, the IFP can only track resources

used within the TEE from the outside. In a model where the WLP only trusts the TEE, the

1https://www.golem.network/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

2https://iex.ec/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

3https://boincstats.com/en/stats/-1/project/detail/overview last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://www.golem.network/
https://iex.ec/
https://boincstats.com/en/stats/-1/project/detail/overview
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metrics collected outside of it are by definition untrusted. Similarly, any resource track-

ing happening inside the TEE is invisible to the IFP and hence untrusted. Additionally,

performance in cloud architectures varies [52], which makes it near impossible for WLPs

to compare different providers.

AccTEE solves these issues by executing code and data inside a TEE. In addition, Acc-

TEE’s resource accounting is comparable across providers and is trusted by both the WLP

and IFP. While the IFP cannot track resources within the TEE, it trusts the TEE to correctly

do so for accounting purposes, and to attest to this fact. Within the TEE, language-based

SFI prevents the WLP from interfering with the accounting. Interestingly, large com-

panies recently started to investigate in this direction as well. Like AccTEE, Cloudflare

Workers
4

use the same SFI based on WebAssembly, illustrating the growing maturity of

the technology.

Pay-by-Computation

Today, web content providers rely primarily on online advertising to finance their opera-

tions. On the other hand, content consumers go to great lengths to remove advertisements

from websites as they are perceived as annoying, detrimental to the user experience [93],

and even compromise security [128]. Browser vendors even started to build the block-

ing technology right into their browsers
5
. Considering the overall negative sentiments

towards online advertisement, the need of an alternative, less intrusive mechanism to

compensate the content provider is obvious.

An accountable sandbox such as AccTEE can address this problem. Instead of dis-

playing advertisements, the user implicitly or explicitly agrees to run short-lived tasks in

exchange for accessing the web page. The tasks execute in the background, utilising other-

wise idle resources and without disturbing the visual user experience. AccTEE’s two-way

sandbox protects the task’s confidentiality and integrity. The browser’s integrity and secu-

rity is provided by the language-based isolation of AccTEE. The two-way sandbox limits

the overall resource consumption and provides periodic feedback to the content provider

on the task’s progress.

5.3 Design of AccTEE
5.3.1 System Requirements
According to our terminology (see Section 2.3), we have two parties that interact with each

other in a deployment of AccTEE, as shown in Figure 5.1: the IFP performs executions on

his platform for the WLP inside an accountable two-way sandbox. While the WLP distrusts

the software on the machine of the IFP, he trusts the hardware-protected sandbox running

4https://workers.cloudflare.com/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

5https://blog.google/technology/ads/building-better-web-everyone/ last accessed:

2021-10-28

https://workers.cloudflare.com/
https://blog.google/technology/ads/building-better-web-everyone/
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Figure 5.1: The accountable two-way sandbox of AccTEE executes a workload ( ) and generates

a resource log trusted by the two mutually distrusting parties: IFP and WLP.

on it. Both parties mutually trust the resource usage log produced by the trusted sandbox.

In the following, we outline the desired properties of a trusted resource accounting mech-

anism.

R1: Polyglot input. The system has to support a variety of high-level programming lan-

guages. Workload providers should not be restricted in their choice of programming

language and be able to use a language they are comfortable with. Also, supporting a

range of languages allows for running a variety of existing workloads without much

effort.

R2: Platform independence. To enable a diverse class of platforms, the results of the ac-

counting should be independent of the platform. Besides translating the workload

code into executable instructions for the target platform, there should be no other

target-specific adaptation required.

R3: Two-way isolation. The execution must be isolated in two directions, as the IFP and

WLP do not trust each other: on the one hand, the workload must be isolated from

the IFP’s environment, on the other hand the IFP should not be able to interfere

with the workload execution.

R4: Trusted Resource Accounting. The system should ensure that resources consumed by a

workload are accounted in a trustworthy manner: the accounting mechanism must

be trusted by the infrastructure provider and the workload provider. This requires

that neither party is able to interfere with the accounting mechanism, e.g. manipu-

late the accounting to their own advantage.

R5: Workload integrity and confidentiality. The system must prevent the IFP from violating

the workload’s integrity. This allows the WLP to rely on results obtained without
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trusting the underlying infrastructure. Optionally, the system should be able to

keep the workload confidential, which includes code and data.

R6: Low performance overhead. To be practical, the system should induce a relatively low

performance overhead compared to the unaccounted execution.

5.3.2 Accounting on Different Abstraction Levels

In general, resource accounting can be performed at different abstraction levels: (i) at the

task level, where completed results of certain workloads get accounted; (ii) at the hardware

level, where resources consumed by the actual machine are accounted (e.g. CPU usage);

and, in between those (iii) at the level of executed code, e.g. by instrumenting the code

for accounting. Although easy to implement, accounting at the task level is only useful

if tasks have homogeneous resource usage profiles. Otherwise, accounting tasks is too

coarse-grained to track the resource expenditure because each task’s complexity depends

on the task itself as well as the actual inputs – both of which can vary widely. Unless only

similar tasks with similar inputs are executed, task-level accounting is simply not a useful

metric to track resource usage in the general case. Accounting based on hardware utilisa-

tion is the predominant way, with recording CPU usage being a common practice. While

this seems fair and a pragmatic choice, the user is confronted with the issue that different

CPUs provide different performance. Thus, the same task executed on an older or cheaper

CPU likely takes longer than on the flagship CPU of the latest generation. Therefore,

cloud providers account usage of virtual CPUs (vCPUs) – where vCPU is a normalised met-

ric. Typically, providers offer different VM flavours, that represent certain combinations

of maximum allowed resource usage. This includes number of vCPUs, RAM, and stor-

age. While accounting is relatively easy to perform for RAM and storage, the conversion

factor for vCPUs is under the control of the provider and hidden from the user. Addition-

ally, each cloud provider has its own definition of vCPU and associated conversion factor.

Thus, cost per CPU usage is only a rough estimator to compare cloud providers. Also,

trustworthy measurement of CPU usage from within an SGX enclave incurs a substantial

overhead. Since the counters reporting CPU usage may be manipulated by the untrusted

environment, a trustworthy measurement has to track CPU usage through other means

(see Section 5.6). To summarise, accounting raw hardware utilisation is neither sensible

for nor can it be applied in AccTEE.

This leaves the instrumentation of code to enable a fine-grained accounting. In princi-

ple this can be introduced at intermediate or native code level. AccTEE instruments inter-

mediate code to gain platform independence, specifically, we use WebAssembly to support

a growing number of languages. For the same (deterministic) task and input parameters,

the number of executed WebAssembly instructions will be the same across different hard-

ware platforms and even across different WebAssembly runtimes. Thus, a per instruction

pricing model enables users the fair comparison of offerings. Nevertheless, the IFP has

still the opportunity to implement an internal pricing model that takes all relevant cost
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Untrusted
Host

Accounting Enclave
(SGX enclave)

Execution Sandbox
(WebAssembly runtime)

workload

Figure 5.2: Architecture of AccTEE: combining the Accounting Enclave with an execution sandbox

creates a two-way sandbox isolating the workload ( ) from the host and vice versa.

factors (e.g. costs for management, energy, hardware) into account. The following section

explains how AccTEE’s code instrumentation is done on a technical level.

5.3.3 Resource Accounting in AccTEE
Here, we describe how resource accounting works in AccTEE and how this satisfies the

requirements laid out above (see Section 5.3.1). AccTEE combines two sandboxing mecha-

nisms to achieve trusted resource accounting. As shown in Figure 5.2, an execution sandbox
prevents the untrusted workload from interfering with the resource accounting and with

the host while an Accounting Enclave prevents untrusted host software from spying on the

workload or manipulating the accounting. To realise the Accounting Enclave, ourAccTEE

prototype uses language-based isolation provided by WebAssembly (R1, R2).

Additionally, AccTEE leverages recently introduced TEE technology to implement the

execution sandbox. In particular, our prototype uses SGX enclaves (see Section 2.1.1) to

protect the workload’s confidentiality and integrity from an otherwise untrusted system

(R5). The hardware-enforced isolation protects the enclave even from privileged execution

modes such as the operating system or system management mode.

The WLP and IFP have the common goal of ensuring that the workload is correctly

instrumented. AccTEE achieves this by enabling both parties to trust two enclaves: the

instrumentation enclave (IE) and the Accounting Enclave (AE). The code of both enclaves

needs to be publicly available and can therefore be audited, i.e. each party can verify the

correctness of the enclaves. Using a deterministic builds, every party can calculate the

enclave measurement (see Section 2.1.1) independently. Through the attestation process,

the WLP and IFP both gain confidence that the intended enclave is running and has not

been tampered with (R4). The combination of SGX and WebAssembly, AccTEE creates the

desired two-way isolation (R3). Here, we call this combination, a two-way sandbox.

Even though our initial prototype focuses on SGX, AccTEE’s principles are platform in-
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Application code
(C, C++, Rust, ...)

WebAssembly Instrumentation
Enclave (IE)

Instrumented
WebAssembly
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Intrumentation
Evidence

resource
usage log

Figure 5.3: AccTEE’s conceptual workflow from original application to obtaining a trusted re-

source accounting log.

dependent and therefore portable to other architectures. While the WebAssembly-based

Accounting Enclave is platform-agnostic by design, the choice of TEE varies between tar-

get platforms, as described in Section 2.1.

AccTEE tracks three resource types: CPU usage, memory as well as I/O usage. Thereby,

we use the number of executed WebAssembly instructions as a metric for CPU usage. To

this end, the WebAssembly code is instrumented prior to execution. Similarly, AccTEE

tracks I/O operations by accumulating the number of bytes sent and received via various

I/O channels. Our prototype primarily tracks resources consumed within one WebAs-

sembly module. Resources consumed outside of a WebAssembly module, e.g. in the Web-

Assembly runtime or operating system, are currently not tracked; an exception are I/O

operations. We assume that the majority of resources is consumed within WebAssembly

modules, which is certainly true for self contained and computation-intensive workloads.

In fact this applies to all our targeted usage scenarios.

The overall workflow is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The application is first compiled to

WebAssembly. The next step is to instrument the WebAssembly code for accounting pur-

poses. This functionality is encapsulated in a separate enclave independent of the Ac-

counting Enclave. The instrumentation enclave analyses the input WebAssembly and in-

struments it to perform resource accounting. It outputs the instrumented WebAssembly

together with a cryptographic evidence (e.g. a signed statement) attesting that the instru-

mentation enclave produced this output. The Accounting Enclave is instantiated at the

IFP and receives as input the instrumentation evidence and the WebAssembly code. Af-

ter verifying that the WebAssembly code was indeed produced by the instrumentation

enclave, it commences execution of the workload. During execution, the Accounting En-

clave either periodically or upon request produces a resource accounting log detailing the

workload’s resource utilisation.

Disaggregating the instrumentation from the execution is beneficial in many respects.

The code only needs to be instrumented once. A cached copy of the instrumented code

can be re-used across many invocations. As a further optimisation, the instrumented code

may even be translated to native code ahead of time. This saves the Accounting Enclave

from translating the WebAssembly code into native code, also reducing its complexity in

terms of code running inside the sandbox.
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5.3.4 I/O Operations in a Two-way Sandbox

The two technologies combined by AccTEE (WebAssembly and SGX) both impose re-

strictions on I/O operations. WebAssembly does not specify an interface for I/O opera-

tions, therefore WebAssembly code is expected to be embedded within a runtime system

that exposes the necessary primitives as functions that can be invoked from WebAssembly

code. WebAssembly code executed within a web browser or Node.js utilises the existing

JavaScript runtime to interface with the outside world, i.e. WebAssembly can perform

all I/O operations that are offered by the browser or Node.js API, such as issuing HTTP

requests.

In SGX enclaves, system calls are disallowed (see Section 2.1.1); the enclave has to be

explicitly exited to perform untrusted I/O operations. However, AccTEE relies on SGX-

LKL (see Section 2.1.1) to execute legacy binaries. SGX-LKL utilises the Linux Kernel Li-

brary (LKL) to provide user-level threading, signal handling, and paging within the enclave.

Wherever possible, SGX-LKL handles system calls inside the enclave, however, system calls

requiring direct access to external resources (e.g. I/O operations) are handled by the host

operating system and are therefore untrusted. To maintain integrity and confidentiality

of transmitted data, AccTEE’s workloads can use encryption layers either on system or

platform level: for example, LKL provides block device encryption, while Node.js offers

support for HTTPS. AccTEE is also able to account these I/O operations, as described in

the following section.

5.3.5 Accounting Enclave

AccTEE’s Accounting Enclave tracks three principal resources: CPU, memory and I/O.

Next, we detail how AccTEE tracks each of these resources to produce a trustworthy re-

source accounting log.

Processor

Today, CPU time or runtime is usually used as a metric for CPU usage. Beside the outlined

issue that this metric is hard to compare between different platforms or cloud providers,

for AccTEE, this would require a special trusted time source. In the case of SGX, this

source does not have the desired properties for resource usage tracking: (i) trusted time

can only be measured in seconds, which is insufficient for accounting shorter workloads;

and (ii) determining the time spent in an enclave is impossible, as the measured time can

be inflated by an attacker (see Section 2.1.1).

To solve these issues, AccTEE tracks CPU usage by maintaining a counter (referred-to

as instruction counter) and incrementing it for every executed WebAssembly instruction.

We support different optimisations to reduce the actual number of counter increments

(see Section 5.3.6). Also, AccTEE supports weights for WebAssembly instructions to ac-

count for different complexities (see Section 5.3.7). Therefore, we use the term weighted
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instruction counter. Counting WebAssembly instructions makes the accounting platform

independent since the same WebAssembly instructions are executed on every platform –

after translation to native code. Additionally, the approach is independent of the WebAs-

sembly runtime, as it does not need to be modified.

Before workload execution, AccTEE instruments the original WebAssembly code to

count the number of executed WebAssembly instructions. AccTEE adds a global counter

variable to the original code. At runtime, the counter is initialised to zero and represents

the weighted number of executed WebAssembly instructions so far. AccTEE also adds

WebAssembly instructions to increment the counter at appropriate points. As all code,

WebAssembly is also structured into basic blocks. AccTEE adds a sequence of instruc-

tions to increment the instruction counter at the end of each basic block (see Figure 5.4

on the left). The counter is incremented based on the number of WebAssembly instruc-

tions contained in the basic block (excluding the counting instruction). By definition it

is only possible to enter a basic block at the first instruction and leave it through the last

instruction. Hence, incrementing the counter at the end of the basic block ensures the

correctness of our instruction counting.

To prevent the untrusted WebAssembly code from modifying the instruction counter,

AccTEE scans the code and chooses a previously unused variable name to refer to the

counter. The instruction counter is stored in a module global variable. Since operations

on global variables must identify the operand at compile time, it is impossible to modify

the counter other than with the injected code.

Memory

Each WebAssembly module has access to a contiguous block of memory called linear mem-
ory (see Section 2.2). Linear memory is similar to traditional heap memory but with a few

important constraints. While linear memory is initialised with a specific size defined by

the module, it can grow dynamically up to a certain maximum. By design, linear memory

can only grow: WebAssembly does not provide instructions to reduce the size of a mod-

ule’s linear memory. Thus, AccTEE can use the linear memory size for the accounting of

memory consumed by the workload.

Based on this, two policies can be implemented: either AccTEE reports the peak mem-

ory usage by adding the size of all linear memories at the end of a workload. Or, as an

alternative, a fine-grained memory accounting is possible by combining AccTEE’s exe-

cuted instruction counter with the linear memory size. This allows AccTEE to calculate

the integral of the linear memory usage over the execution time, which is approximated by

the instruction counter. AccTEE leaves it as a policy decision to the workload and infras-

tructure providers to agree on which policy to use to track memory usage. If shrinking of

linear memory becomes possible in the future, AccTEE can be adapted to accommodate

for this as well. Using the first policy, we evaluated the cost of WebAssembly instructions

in dependence of memory access ranges (see Section 5.5.2).
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Accounting of I/O Operations

As described in Section 5.3.4, WebAssembly runtimes expose primitives to WebAssembly

code for performing I/O operations. In the context of AccTEE, the WebAssembly runtime

is part of the trusted execution sandbox. Thus, it is possible to instrument the runtime’s

existing I/O functions for accounting purposes. AccTEE has an additional counter to

accumulate how many bytes flow in and out of the WebAssembly module through I/O

functions. Today’s cloud providers do similar tracking to bill users for network or disk

I/O. Our evaluation in Section 5.5.3 shows this accounting mechanism to have a negligible

overhead.
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B C
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c+=5c+=2

c+=4
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B C
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B C

D
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Figure 5.4: Example of flow-based optimisation. In this case, 2 out of 4 increments can be elim-

inated.

5.3.6 Reducing Counter Increments
The naive accounting of executed WebAssembly instructions described in the previous

section is straightforward. However, if the program’s control flow is amenable to it, fewer

accounting instructions may be required while maintaining correctness. We present two

optimisations that reduce the runtime accounting overhead by performing static program

analysis when instrumenting the code (R6). Essentially, through control flow analysis we

can elide weighted instruction counter increments on certain code paths.

The key insight is that instead of incrementing the counter in each basic block, for some

control flows it is sufficient to increment the counter at the end of a common path. More

formally, if a basic block B dominates an immediate successor block S, it is sufficient to

only update the weighted instruction counter at the end of block S. In this case, basic

block S will increment the counter by the number of instructions contained in B and S.

Figure 5.4 gives an example. Here, node A’s update is combined with that of nodes B and

C because A dominates B and C, i.e., each control flow reaching either B or C must pass

through A.

Another observation concerns nodes with multiple predecessors. Consider a node N
with predecessors P1, P2, . . . , PN . The following transformation is possible. Let IPmin be

the minimum number of instructions in P1, P2, . . . , PN and IN is the number of WebAs-

sembly instructions in block N. At the end of block N update the counter by IN + IPmin

while incrementing the counter in each predecessor by IPn − IPmin. The predecessor with
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the minimum number of instructions increments the counter by zero, i.e. the pass can

remove the additional incrementation code. Figure 5.4 gives an example. Node D has

two predecessors B and C. Traversing either B or C increases the counter by at least 5.

Hence, the transformation adds this minimum increment to node D’s update, pushing it

to 9. At the same time, the update for node C is adjusted to 3 = 8 − 5. Node B no longer

requires an extra update. Only a single pass through the control flow graph is required

to perform the transformations. Even though they are two distinct transformations, we

always perform them together. In the evaluation we refer to this group of transformations

as flow-based optimisation.

Our second optimisation, referred to as loop-based, moves instruction counter in-

crements out of loop bodies. This optimisation only applies to control-flow independent

instructions inside the loop body. Instead of incrementing the instruction counter on

each iteration, the counter is incremented only once after exiting the loop. The optimisa-

tion pass uses a heuristic to identify a loop variable that is incremented or decremented

by a constant value on each iteration. If a loop variable is identified, the optimiser injects

code to calculate the number of iterations based on the variable’s value before and after the

loop. The instruction counter is then incremented by the number of instructions in the

loop’s body times the number of iterations. Attackers could try to exploit this optimisation

by decreasing the loop variable in the last loop operation. AccTEE prevents this by only

allowing one single write access to the loop variable which has to be executed in every loop

iteration. If the loop variable is written more than once per iteration, this optimisation is

not applied.

5.3.7 WebAssembly Instruction Weights

WebAssembly instructions have different complexities, as they perform various calcula-

tions ranging from cheap arithmetic floor operations to more expensive divisions (see

Figure 5.7). Additionally, the cost of instructions performing memory accesses depend on

the memory access pattern and memory range because of caching: while linear accesses

are cheap, random accesses are expensive (see Figure 5.8). To account for that, AccTEE

introduces weights for every WebAssembly instruction. These weights are used to incre-

ment the weighted instruction counter accordingly, leading to a more accurate accounting

result. In practice, we expect the weights to have minor differences for different proces-

sors. In AccTEE, runtime adjustments are possible, allowing weight adjustment without

requiring the release of new enclaves. In Section 5.5.2, we show measurements that obtain

the weights for most WebAssembly instructions. However, since the cost of instructions

that access memory cannot be predicted, we resort to the common de facto standard of

accounting peak memory usage. The resource demand of instructions accessing memory

(load and store) not only depends on their input values, but mostly on the memory

access pattern, which is a unique characteristic of every workload (and other system ac-

tivity). Infrastructure providers have to find a middle ground between linear and random
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accesses when designing their cost model for billing memory usage. To summarise, both

WLP and IFP have to accept the instruction weights provided by AccTEE; they are part of

the mutually trusted, attested execution environment.

5.4 Implementation of AccTEE

Hardware (untrusted)

Operating System (untrusted)

CPU

Ac
cT

EE Accounting
Enclave (AE)

SGX-LKL

V8 WebAssembly Engine

...

Figure 5.5: Components of AccTEE: inside the Accounting Enclave, we utilise SGX-LKL to run an

instance of the V8 JavaScript/WebAssembly engine to execute workloads ( ).

A concrete realisation of AccTEEwith its major components is depicted in Figure 5.5. At

the bottom AccTEE relies on an SGX-capable CPU. Several layers of software are running

on top of trusted hardware to provide AccTEE’s trusted Accounting Enclave. In our pro-

totype, AccTEE uses a single SGX enclave to protect the workload and its execution from

the untrusted IFP. We refrained from implementing the instrumentation in an enclave, as

the instrumentation is only executed once and the process itself is not evaluated. AccTEE

uses SGX-LKL [92] (commit hash version 5fb6d12) to run unmodified Linux binaries on

SGX. We chose SGX-LKL over alternatives such as Haven [11], SCONE [6], Graphene [113],

and Panoply [105] because we are most familiar with it. In principle, AccTEE is compat-

ible with any of these systems and could be ported with low effort. In contrast, adapting

AccTEE to non-x86 platforms requires the use of a different TEE technology and an asso-

ciated, non-trivial engineering effort. For example, for porting AccTEE to Keystone (see

Section 2.1.2), a WebAssembly runtime (such as WAMR) would need adoption to support

this TEE. Alternatively, a library OS with support for Keystone could be used.

Since the WebAssembly text format (see Section 2.2) is easier to parse, analyse and ma-

nipulate, we refrain from resorting to more complex tool chains like LLVM or similar.

The current prototype implements the instrumentation pass in 605 lines of JavaScript

code. We rely on JavaScript, as it integrates easily with the existing WebAssembly work-

flow, as instantiation and runtime support for WebAssembly all happens within the exist-

ing JavaScript runtime.
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5.4.1 WebAssembly Execution
Since WebAssembly specifies only non-native instructions, it requires an execution con-

text into which it is embedded. Because the initial deployment of WebAssembly targets

the web, most available execution contexts are tied to web browsers. Currently, alternative

standalone execution environments like WAVM
6
, wasmi

7
or WAMR

8
are being developed.

Because of their early stage at submission of the AccTEE paper, our prototype uses the

mature Node.js9
runtime. Underneath, it uses Chrome’s JavaScript engine V8 to execute

JavaScript and WebAssembly.

To execute WebAssembly modules, V8, like other major engines, requires “glue code”

to bridge between the JavaScript engine and the WebAssembly execution context. In V8,

the glue code compiles and instantiates a WebAssembly module within the JavaScript en-

gine. Depending on the application, the glue code also needs to expose an interface for

functionalities which are not directly accessible to the WebAssembly code, such as I/O.

The glue code is, therefore, usually specifically tailored for and generated together with

the corresponding WebAssembly code.

However, accepting and executing such JavaScript code together with its WebAssembly

module poses a security risk, as it can directly interfere with the operation of AccTEE,

like analysing other WebAssembly modules or falsifying the accounting. In order to miti-

gate this risk, we chose a different approach which is based on the separation of main- and

side-modules, provided by Emscripten [127]. The main module provides an interface com-

prising all standard library functions it imports and produces all necessary JavaScript glue

code. Each additional module, also called side module, only imports the required stan-

dard library functions from the main module. No additional glue code is required when

loading a side module. In our framework we simply statically include a main module

which provides all standard library functions together with its glue code, while each dy-

namically loaded module is a side module which imports required functionality from the

main module. The code for compiling and instantiating each side module is integrated

directly into the framework.

5.5 Evaluation of AccTEE
We begin the evaluation with a set of micro-benchmarks to assess the overhead of Web-

Assembly over native execution. While WebAssembly is designed to be lightweight and

compiles to native code, we still expect overheads due to the isolation enforcement and the

embedding context. Next, we evaluate the performance impact of AccTEE on programs

from domains we believe can benefit from a trusted resource accounting solution. The

programs stem from the domains of volunteer/reimbursed computing, serverless/FaaS,

6https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM last accessed: 2021-10-28

7https://github.com/paritytech/wasmi last accessed: 2021-10-28

8https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasm-micro-runtime last accessed: 2021-10-28

9https://nodejs.org last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM
https://github.com/paritytech/wasmi
https://github.com/bytecodealliance/wasm-micro-runtime
https://nodejs.org
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Figure 5.6: Mean overhead of runtimes of WebAssembly execution in Node.js without SGX, with

simulated SGX, SGX in hardware mode and additional instrumentation normalised to

native execution time for the PolyBench/C benchmark suite.
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and pay-by-computation. We separate the overheads due to the accounting instrumen-

tation from the WebAssembly and TEE-related overheads (see Section 5.3.3). Throughout

this section, each data point is the average of 10 runs, unless noted otherwise. We report

the standard deviation whenever it exceeds 5%.

Our evaluation setup consists of two identical machines, used as client and server. Each

machine has an SGX-capable Xeon E3-1230 v5 CPU and 32 GB of RAM and is connected

to a switched 10 Gbps network. We use clang v3.8.0, rustc v1.30.0 and go v1.11.1 to com-

pile C/C++, Rust and Go code, respectively. To translate C to WebAssembly, we use Em-

scripten [127] v1.38.16. WebAssembly compilation from Rust and Go is provided the official

compilers. We use Node.js v10.11 on top SGX-LKL (commit 5fb6d120) to instantiate and

run WebAssembly code. Exclusively for cycle measurements (see Section 5.5.2), we addi-

tionally use the WAVM runtime (commit 6c5d2465).

5.5.1 Sandboxing Overhead

To assess the impact of the various sandboxing techniques as well as the instrumenta-

tion across a range of programs we use the PolyBench/C
10

benchmark suite (version 4.2.1).

The suite consists of 29 programs performing various compute-intensive tasks like ma-

trix multiplication, Gaussian filters and image processing. An earlier version of the same

benchmark suite was used in the original WebAssembly paper [46] to demonstrate the

competitiveness of WebAssembly over native code. We compile the code with the high-

est optimisations level (flag -O3). The times reported only include the actual program

runtime excluding VM startup and compilation of WebAssembly to native code.

We compare four setups: execution of WebAssembly in Node.js (WASM) to measure Web-

Assembly related overhead. Next, we run Node.js on SGX-LKL in simulation (WASM-SGX

SIM) and hardware mode (WASM-SGX HW). This allows us to evaluate the impact of SGX

and SGX-LKL separately. Finally, we measure the instrumented WebAssembly code (us-

ing loop-based) executing in Node.js on top of SGX-LKL in hardware mode (WASM-SGX

HW instrumented). Figure 5.6 shows runtime of these setups normalised to native code.

The overhead of WASM is between −45% and 80% which aligns with the numbers reported

in the original WebAssembly paper [46]. For WASM-SGX SIM the overheads range from

−41% to 60%, i.e. SGX and SGX-LKL do not add overhead by themselves. Only when run-

ning in SGX hardware mode do the overheads change to between −18% and 244%. For

programs with a large increase in overhead when moving from simulated to hardware

SGX mode we identified EPC paging as the main contributor.

Very recent versions of SGX launched mid 2021 come with a significantly increased

EPC size (see Section 2.1.1) that mitigate the source of this overhead. AccTEE’s instru-

mentation (loop-based) adds no overhead in the best case and 9% in the worst case

over WASM-SGX HW. Averaged over all benchmarks, the execution times for WASM and

WASM-SGX HW are 1.1× and 2.1× higher, respectively. The instrumentations, on average,

10https://sourceforge.net/projects/polybench last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://sourceforge.net/projects/polybench
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add 4% over WASM-SGX HW.

To summarise, WebAssembly inside SGX shows competitive performance compared to

the native execution. Only when the workload exceeds the available EPC memory (cur-

rently 93 MB), does the performance degrade noticeably. However, the overhead of the

accounting instrumentation is small compared to other sources of overhead.

WebAssembly Overhead

The overhead of WebAssembly itself has already been evaluated in several publications.

The paper which proposed WebAssembly in 2017 by Haas et al. [46] also uses the Poly-

Bench/C benchmark suite and reports an execution overhead below 10% for 7 of all bench-

marks and below 2× for nearly all of them. We were able to reproduce these results in our

own measurements (see Section 5.5.1). A more recent work by Jangda et al. [54] proposes to

use a more established benchmark suite of larger and more diverse programs, namely the

SPEC benchmark suite. However, the execution of these benchmark programs requires

development of system support, as the programs rely on system calls. For this bench-

mark, the authors report average execution overheads between 45% for Firefox and 55%
for Chrome. According to the authors, these higher overheads originate partly from de-

sign constraints of WebAssembly such as stack overflow checks that are performed at every

function call.

5.5.2 WebAssembly Instruction Weights
As described in Section 5.3.7, AccTEE’s weighted instruction counter relies on a list of

weights for all WebAssembly instructions. These weights are provided by AccTEE as part

of the trusted execution environment. Although the weights depend on CPU architecture,

CPU generation and the WebAssembly runtime, we expect them to be comparable across

different combinations thereof. To measure the cost of WebAssembly instructions, we ex-

tended the WebAssembly runtime by a function for reading the time stamp counter (TSC)

register to measure the CPU cycles to execute each WebAssembly instruction. For the

following two measurements, we use WAVM
11

as the WebAssembly runtime instead of

Node.js. WAVM is less complex and thus easier to extend for these specific micro bench-

marks, but does not yet offer the same functionality.

Specific Instruction Costs

For every WebAssembly instruction, we generate WebAssembly code that executes the in-

struction n times after pushing the correct number of necessary operands to the stack. The

number of cycles per instruction is then calculated by dividing the total number of cycles

by n. These values are then used as weights forAccTEE’s resource accounting for the given

CPU/runtime combination. The results for n = 10.000 are depicted in Figure 5.7. The CDF

11https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/WAVM/WAVM
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of cycles needed for execution of WebAssembly instructions.

shows the cycles for 127 WebAssembly instructions, excluding load and store instruc-

tions because memory accesses are accounted individually, as described in Section 5.5.2.

We see that the majority of WebAssembly instructions (74%) are executed in less than 10

cycles. Fewer instructions (e.g. f32.floor and f64.ceil) need up to 32 native instruc-

tions. Only a few exceptions (e.g. i64.div_s and f32.sqrt) are especially expensive,

needing more than 50 cycles. Please note that these numbers include a low benchmarking

overhead due to system calls, but still give a good overview of the distribution of costs.
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Figure 5.8: Average cycles for memory accesses from WebAssembly in dependence of memory size,

comparing load and store operations with linear and random access patterns.

We evaluate memory accesses separately, as their costs are dependent on the memory

access pattern and the size of the linear memory (see Section 5.3.5). In WebAssembly, mem-

ory accesses are performed using special load and store instructions, which read or

write variables from or to a given offset in the linear memory. These instructions exist

for all available data types in WebAssembly, e.g. f32, f64, i32, f64. To explore the costs

of these instructions, we perform the following benchmark: For memory sizes between
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1 MB and 256 MB and for all WebAssembly types, we execute 10.000 load and store

instructions with different access patterns: linear and random access within the given

range. Figure 5.8 shows the average cycles per load/store of this benchmark. First, we see

very similar results for the WebAssembly types. The next insight is that random store

instructions are up to 1.8×more costly than random load instructions (at 256 MB), which

in turn are much more expensive (up to 1700×) than linear load/store instructions due

to the increasing probability of cache misses. These measurements show that the cost of

instructions accessing memory does in fact depend on the size of the linear memory and

the memory access pattern as described in Section 5.3.7.

5.5.3 Use Case Scenarios

Function-as-a-Service

To evaluate AccTEE in the FaaS domain, we measure the request throughput of two FaaS

functions: The echo function replies with its input. The resize function returns the

input JPG image scaled to 64× 64 pixels. We generate random input images with sizes be-

tween 64 and 1024 pixels (4 KB to 1 MB). We choose these two as representative functions:

resize is an example for a compute-heavy function, whereas echo does not perform

any computation itself. We induce load with h2load
12

using 10 concurrent clients and

compare six setups: AccTEE behind a Node.js HTTP server, without SGX, with SGX in

simulation and hardware mode, instrumented WebAssembly code (using loop-based)

executed in an SGX enclave with and without I/O accounting, and a pure JavaScript im-

plementation in a Docker container deployed on OpenFaaS
13

. These are referred to as

WASM, WASM-SGX SIM, WASM-SGX HW, WASM-SGX HW instr., WASM-SGX HW I/O

and JS. To maintain isolation between the functions, the HTTP Server instantiates a new

WebAssembly module for every incoming request. The I/O accounting is implemented in

JavaScript and counts the number of bytes written to and from the WebAssembly module.

The implementations of the image resize functions are based on JIMP
14

for JavaScript and

the zero-dependency library zupply
15

for WebAssembly.

Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the mean throughput of 10 runs targeting either the

echo or resize function for the aforementioned setups. We observe a reduction in

throughput of between 2.1× and 4.8× for echo when moving the workload to SGX-LKL.

The additional performance drop when using an actual SGX enclave is negligible for larger

inputs and up to 50% for small ones. The high overheads are due to the echo function

performing no computation. This benchmark is a worst case scenario exposing the inef-

ficiencies in the intermediate software layers when moving WebAssembly to SGX-LKL.

Because the resize function is compute-heavy, the relative overheads of moving the

12https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2 last accessed: 2021-10-28

13https://github.com/openfaas/faas last accessed: 2021-10-28

14https://github.com/oliver-moran/jimp last accessed: 2021-10-28

15https://github.com/zhreshold/zupply last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2
https://github.com/openfaas/faas
https://github.com/oliver-moran/jimp
https://github.com/zhreshold/zupply
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Figure 5.9: Throughput of echo function deployed using OpenFaas or AccTEE.
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Figure 5.10: Throughput of resize function deployed using OpenFaas or AccTEE.

computation into SGX-LKL are less pronounced, they are between 31% and 56%. Here,

using an actual SGX enclave has an additional performance penalty between 47% and 64%.

Compared to JavaScript, the throughput of the two functions deployed on AccTEE is up

to 16× higher. For both functions, the overheads of the accounting instrumentation and

the I/O accounting are non-existent or negligible. For all these measurements, there is no

noteworthy error to report.

Volunteer Computing

From the volunteer computing domain (see Section 5.2), we evaluate three BOINC pro-

grams. We adapted the MSieve program
16

where participants calculated (the project is

dormant since 2016) integer factorisations of large random numbers. The second use case

is an implementation
17

of the PC algorithm (named after its inventors Peter and Clark) [55],

the core component of the still active gene@Home project [7]. Our last use case is the on-

16https://sourceforge.net/projects/msieve last accessed: 2021-10-28

17https://bitbucket.org/francesco-asnicar/pc-boinc/overview last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://sourceforge.net/projects/msieve
https://bitbucket.org/francesco-asnicar/pc-boinc/overview
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going SubsetSum@Home project [87]. The available implementation
18

examines the com-

putation of subset sums and aims to prove a hypothesis regarding the complexity class of

the problem. Figure 5.11 shows the runtime overhead of these programs; it ranges between

−7% and 10%.
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Figure 5.11: Overhead of instrumentation optimisations on volunteer computing and pay-by-

computation use cases. Runtimes are normalised to no instrumentation on WASM

and WASM-SGX.

As an example for this domain, we use a machine learning workload that classifies im-

ages. The motivation is to replace advertisements when browsing the web with contri-

butions of compute resources. For evaluation, we compiled the machine learning system

Darknet
19

to WebAssembly and use its pre-trained reference model for image classifica-

tion. Figure 5.11 highlights the significance of our optimisations for this particular use

case. The non-optimised instrumentation (naive) increases the execution time by 34%.

At the highest optimisation level (loop-based) the instrumentation’s impact is reduced

to only 3% compared to uninstrumented WebAssembly and to only 4% for WebAssembly

on SGX.

5.5.4 Binary Size Overhead

This experiment covers the impact of our code instrumentation on the size of the WebAs-

sembly binaries. We compare all 136 WebAssembly binaries used in the evaluation. Their

non-instrumented code size ranges from 0.5 KB to 901 KB. The instrumented binaries

are between 4% and 39% larger without optimisations and between 4% and 27% after en-

abling all optimisations. For better readability, Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of a subset

of the examined binaries, excluding relatively small (< 1 KB) or large (> 200 KB) ones.

18https://github.com/travisdesell/subset_sum_at_home last accessed: 2021-10-28

19https://pjreddie.com/darknet last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://github.com/travisdesell/subset_sum_at_home
https://pjreddie.com/darknet
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Figure 5.12: Relation of binary sizes of non-instrumented and instrumented WebAssembly code

using different optimisations.

5.6 Related Work
Volunteer Computing and Remote Computation

In the area of volunteer computing, several works have been published that oppose ma-

licious computation nodes in volunteer computing systems. These extend the canonical

approach of majority voting, which leads to an n× overhead for n voters. Sarmenta et

al. [97] propose to perform spot-checking, i.e. only randomly chosen workload parts are

re-computed. Kopal et al. [60] propose a similar mechanism, but volunteers dynamically

adapt their verification effort to achieve a targeted detection rate.

Ryoan [50] implements a distributed sandbox and uses WebAssembly’s predecessor NaCl

(see Section 2.2.1) as well as SGX enclaves, but does not address accounting of resources.

Airbox [13] is similar to AccTEE, as it considers trusted execution of functions offloaded to

remote, untrusted devices. Airbox targets edge functions, that are moved closer to end users

for reduction of latency and bandwidth usage. By utilising Docker containers containing

SGX enclaves, Airbox protects the execution of edge functions, which may process sensi-

tive user data or business logic. In contrast to AccTEE, Airbox does neither consider the

case of malicious functions, nor the accounting of resources consumed during execution.

Similar to AccTEE, Vrancken et al. [118] utilise SGX enclaves to perform distributed com-

putation on untrusted workers. However, as incentive systems are explicitly out of scope,

the system does not take resource accounting into account, as AccTEE does. In general,

AccTEE’s contributions could be applied to that work.

Resource Accounting

The Ethereum
20

blockchain includes the possibility to perform limited computation in

so-called smart contracts. These contracts run if predefined conditions on the blockchain

are met. Since all participants of the blockchain execute these contracts, consumed re-

20https://ethereum.org/ last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://ethereum.org/
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sources are accounted using a unit called gas. This is achieved by defining a fixed fee

schedule
21

, which determines the amount of gas per operation.

VeriCount [111] proposes a verifiable accounting system for resources consumed inside

SGX enclaves in a cloud computing scenario for billing purposes, benefiting both client

and cloud provider. They add accounting functions using a special compiler and imple-

ment checks during execution. However, the authors of VeriCount incorrectly use the

trusted time functionality of SGX: as described in Section 2.1.1, trusted time can only be

used as a lower bound. This can be exploited by a malicious cloud provider to bill clients

for artificially inflated CPU usage.

S-FaaS [2] offers accountability for trusted cloud functions. The system is based on SGX

for trusted execution and TSX for transactional memory as well as hyper-threading. It

utilises two dedicated threads inside one SGX enclave: a timer and a worker thread. The

former executes a busy loop to measure how many CPU cycles the worker thread executes.

Enclave exits are synchronised across both threads using TSX transactions. This approach

performs correct accounting on a fine-grained level, as actual CPU cycles are measured.

However, it consumes 2× CPU resources, as the timer thread expends the same number

of cycles as the worker. Additionally, the approach conceptually requires single-threaded

workloads. Finally, unlike AccTEE, the approach relies on multiple hardware features and

their interaction specific to Intel CPUs: SGX, TSX and hyper-threading.

Instrumentation

Resource accounting as a means for limiting resource usage by instrumenting Java code [28,

15] has been proposed before and could be adapted for AccTEE. However, the approaches

are tied to the Java language family and do not consider trusted accounting based on a

two-way sandbox.

REM [129] proposes a less wasteful mining process for blockchains based on code instru-

mentation and execution inside SGX enclaves. Similar to our least optimised instrumen-

tation approach, REM increments an instruction counter for each executed basic block. In

contrast to AccTEE, REM does not guard itself against malicious workloads and leaves the

instruction counter vulnerable to manipulation by the workload. While REM’s approach

could in principle be ported to other architectures, AccTEE is inherently platform inde-

pendent because it builds on WebAssembly. Finally, REM conceptually requires a single

thread inside the enclave, while multi-threaded workloads are possible with WebAssembly

but at this point are not supported in AccTEE.

Varys [88] attempts to detect side-channel attacks by determining the ratio of executed

instructions to enclave exits. To this end, it instruments code on a basic block level of the

LLVM intermediate representation, similar to our non-optimised instrumentation. The

resulting instruction count is then compared to a time calculated using a timer thread,

similar to S-FaaS, to detect unusually frequent enclave exits. As the workload is assumed

21https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf last accessed: 2021-10-28

https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf
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to be benign, however, this approach would not work for our threat model, as a workload

provider could attempt to influence the accounting.

5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented AccTEE, a system that offers a two-way sandbox enabling

mutually trusted accounting of resource usage. This sandbox can be used when offload-

ing computation to untrusted clients that are not related to the workload they execute

and therefore need incentivisation. For such incentives (e.g. a reimbursement), a resource

accounting mechanism trusted by both parties is necessary. AccTEE combines trusted

execution and WebAssembly to implement this. While the former protects the integrity

and confidentiality of workloads, the latter protects the provider from malicious code and

enables fine-grained and low-overhead resource accounting based on automated code in-

strumentation. We showed the general applicability of AccTEE with server- and client-

side use cases: FaaS, volunteer computing and pay-by-computation for the web. Our eval-

uation showed a maximum accounting overhead of 10%.





6 Conclusion
This thesis investigated offloading computation to untrusted clients. Due to this miss-

ing trust, we evaluated the use of Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) for this en-

deavour. Our approaches require the possibility to execute arbitrary computation, that

can be protected during runtime also against physical attacks at a relatively small TCB

while offering wide availability on commodity hardware. Therefore, we concentrated our

contributions on Intel’s recent TEE implementation SGX that fulfils these requirements.

However, our contributions are not conceptually bound to SGX and can be adapted to

other implementations in the future. After all, the field of widely available TEEs with

strong security guarantees is rapidly evolving. Hopefully, the contributions presented in

this thesis pave the way for the broad application of TEEs on the client-side in the future,

especially when offloading to otherwise untrusted clients is required.

In total, our contributions investigated computation offloading in three different con-

stellations. The difference between the three constellations lies in the client ownership

and their relation to the workload they execute. We investigated three cases: (i) clients

solely owned by a single company, (ii) clients that relate to the workload they execute,

and (iii) clients completely unrelated to the workload. From these distinct constellations,

we deviated three different trust models. These define whether isolation and additional

resource accounting of the workload execution is necessary. The involved entities we dis-

cussed are the Workload Provider (WLP) and the Infrastructure Provider (IFP).

The reasons for offloading presented in this thesis are (i) the use of remotely available

(and potentially idle) resources; (ii) the relieve of centralised infrastructure; and (iii) mov-

ing computation closer to clients. Therefore, offloading computation can lower cost for

service providers but also decrease response times for users, which improves the overall

user experience.

First, for solely owned clients, we discussed the offloading of network traffic processing.

Due to centrally managed but ultimately untrusted clients, this processing is executed by

middlebox functions in trusted execution environments and enforced by a VPN in com-

bination with a trusted network gateway. For typical middlebox functions, the evaluation

shows scalability linear to the number of clients, achieving an up to 3.8× higher through-

put than traditional deployments.

Second, for related clients, we took web applications as an example. Clients that use this

web application act as point of execution for parts of the application. This way, application

providers can save costs while users can contribute to its provisioning, e.g. in exchange

for ad-free services. The offloaded application parts are self-contained functions that are

executed at automatically discovered nearby clients. These clients are untrusted from the

WLP’s point of view, but also, the IFP does not trust the provided workload. Therefore,
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the functions are executed in a sandbox that isolates in two directions, protecting both

entities. The evaluation showed that this approach copes well with unresponsive peers,

generates lower costs and scales linearly with increasing numbers of participants.

Finally, for unrelated clients, we proposed a mutually trusted resource accounting mech-

anism. This is necessary because users unrelated to the offloaded workload usually expect

some form of reimbursement for their provided resources. Similarly to the previous case,

we use a two-way sandbox sand isolates the WLP and IFP. This sandbox is a combination

of a WebAssembly runtime and an SGX enclave. A fine-grained and low-overhead resource

accounting is implemented by instrumenting the WebAssembly byte code with a weighted

instruction counter and augmenting the runtime with counters for I/O operations. The

evaluation shows a maximum instrumentation overhead of only 10%.

To conclude, with these constellations and their associated scenarios, we investigated

the implications of offloading computation to untrusted clients in consideration of differ-

ent trust relationships between the entity providing the workload and the one executing

it. The contributions of this thesis show that recent trusted execution technology together

with novel runtimes for the web can be used for this for numerous use case scenarios.

6.1 Outlook
This section should give ideas for future research directions that use this thesis’ contri-

butions as a basis.

Generally, all implementations presented in this thesis are based on Intel SGX, but the

conceptual contributions are in no way tied to it. Since alternative TEE implementations

like Keystone (see Section 2.1.2) have different properties and might have different perfor-

mance penalties, this thesis’ contributions could be extended and then re-evaluated. This

effort would be more straightforward when using a TEE-agnostic SDKs such as Open En-

clave or Asylo (see Section 2.1.1). Also, as described in Section 2.1.1, the limitation of the

EPC size has recently been lifted. Therefore, larger workloads with a larger memory foot-

print could be evaluated.

The web-related contributions of this thesis relied on a web extension to equip browsers

with trusted execution capabilities. Consequently, the vision of these contributions is, that

trusted execution is available via a standardised API to web applications. The proposal of

a full integration of trusted execution in web browser together with an API draft would

be an interesting direction that would also have the potential to remove overheads that

occur in our current approach.

Finally, the two-way sandbox used in this thesis is based on a combination of a library

OS and a fully-fledged runtime, which leads to an increased TCB. The replacement of this

combination by recently available SGX-capable WebAssembly runtimes such as WAMR or

Twine (see Section 2.2) could be evaluated.
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